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PREFACE.

In writing this little book I have endeavoured

first to help the reader, by means of simple ex-

periments, to form true ideas of the motions of

the heavenly bodies; and then to give a sketch

of the Earth's place in Nature, and of the use

made of the heavenly bodies for Geographical

purposes.

1

I have been much aided by my friend,

Mr. G. M. Seabroke of the Temple Observatory,

Rugby, to whom my acknowledgments are due.

^

J. N. L.
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SCIENCE PRIMERS.

ASTRONOMY.

INTRODUCTION.

1. Everyone who is going to read this book
knows what a school-room or school-house is. Now
suppose it had windows that you could not see

through, and that you never went out of it: then

you would think, perhaps, that the school-house was all

the world. But you know better. You know that

your school-house is only one house out of many,

perhaps in the same street, or at all events in the

same parish, whether in the country or the town;

most of you even will have walked or ridden into the

Parishes which lie round the one in which you
live.

2. If my reader lives in London, he will have done
more than this, perhaps, for if he has crossed one of

the bridges over the Thames he will have gone from

one County to another (a county being a collection

of parishes as a street is a collection of houses), for

the River Thames divides the counties of Middlesex
and Surrey.

3. Just as a county is a collection of parishes, so

B
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the Country of England, or of Scotland, or of

Ireland, or of Wales, is a collection of counties ; these

four Countries forming the United Kingdom of Great

Britain and Ireland. Now wherever you are, whether

in a town or village school, whether in the United

Kingdom, America, Australia, or India, before you

read the next paragraph, write down the

^p:yri:MX}-^

School,

Street,

Parish,

County,

Country,

Kingdom,

V' AjPi'J

, - ... t'lf'

\ in which you are,

*f^

and this will show you that your school house is only

a very little speck on the broad lands which togethei

form the United Kingdom, or whatever kingdom you

happen to be in.

4. Although you may not have gone to France 01

Germany, you have heard of those places. What are

they? Well, the United Kingdom, France, Germany,

Russia, Italy, Turkey, and other countries, form the

continent of Europe, a continent being a collection

of countries, as a country is a collection of counties^

and as a county is a collection of parishes.

5. You may also have heard of America, Asia,

Africa, and Australia, as well as of Europe; nay,

you may even be living in one of these, which, like

Europe, are Continents.

6. Now these continents are the largest stretches

of dry land on the surface of The Earth, the surface

being partly water and partly land.
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7. I have next to tell you that the earth, taken

as a whole, is a body which astronomers call

a planet: what this is you will lesm by and by.

Before going further, write down as before, the

School, \

Street,

Parish,

^ ]"* \ in which you are.
Country, ( ,,^,.J, .

Kingdom,
Continent,

Planet, /

8. Some of you may think that I have made a

mistake, and am going to write a book on Geography

instead of Astronomy. I have not made a mistake.

I want to show you that where Astronomy leaves off

Geography begins ; that just as the shape, and size, and

position of your school, which is a little speck on the

planet on which we dwell, called the earth, can be

stated, and just as men by tvcveiling, can find out

lands on the earth, far away from your school, and tell

us all about them, so are the shape, size, and position

of the earth itself, among all the bodies in the skies,

known, and its relation to them can be made clear to

you. This is what I have to try to do, and if I

can manage to do it, then you will understand better

when you come to read about the surface of the

earth. ^^^^iwrr-^-Tvm-:. ^mU^r'^S^rrTx^f^^fj----^ |;-7|

B 2
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I.—THE EARTH AND ITS MOTIONS.

I I.—THE EARTH IS ROUND.

9. Now I have said that we are on a planet which

we call The Earth, but what sort of thing is it ? Is

it flat or curved, square or round ? How are we to

find this out ? If you look in any direction, if you

are in a hilly country, you see hills and valleys ; and
if you walk over these hills, more hills are generally

found rising U;^ which limit the view to a few miles

;

if you are in a flat country, the trees and shrubs

appear to meet the sky in every direction around you.

We may travel to any place we like, still there is this

line where the surface of the earth and the sky meet,

so that for aught we could tell to the contrary in this

Fig. X.—How the ships appear and disappear at sea.

way, the earth might be a nearly flat surface of large

extent.
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16. But let us try where there are no rocks or trees,

where the surface of the earth is unbroken and smooth

;

let us try the surface of the sea. Watch the ships

in the distance just coming into view, and you will find

that only their masts are visible ; as they approach,

more and more of the hull appears, until it is quite

<?^ visible. (Fig. i). Now if you watch a ship going away

from you the hull will disappear first.

II. Now what does this mean? Let us make an

experiment. Get a sn )oth table on whi-nh there are

two flies, let us say, and if the flies are not there,

V pretend that they are; and suppose them to be

moving about. Now it is clear that the flies, as long

as they keep on the surface of the table, will always

be in full view of each other. They will look smaller

to each other when they are furthest apart, and larger

Fig. a.—Orange with flies.

when nearer each other; but one part of tiie fly will

not disappear, the other parts being left tisible, as in

n I

M
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the case of the ships. Therefore the surface of the

sea is not flat like the surface of the table.

12. Another experiment. We will take an orange

this time, and suppose a fly standing still at the top,

say at A, Fig. 2, and another fly at the bottom, at B,
Now it is clear that the flies cannot see each other,

because the orange is between them. But suppose B
moves towards A. When it gets to C, A can just see

the top of ^*s head over the edge of the orange,
and C can see the top of A\ head over the edge.

No more can be seen yet, because the other parts of

each fly are still hidden by the orange as the whole

was before. But when B gets stiil nearer to A, each

fly will be in full sight of the other.

13. We have then by means of the round orange

and the moving flies managed to represent exactly

what happens on the surface of the earth with ships,

though we could not manage this on the flat table.

14. Therefore the earth is like a ball or an orange,

and not flat like a table.

15. You will now easily understand why we see the

tops of ships first, and how it is that the higher we

Fig 3.—Diagram showinfi; how, when we suppose the earth is round, we
explain how it is that ships at sea appear as they do. At ^ the ship is

invisible, at B its topmasts begin to be seen, and at C it is in full sight.

ascend the further we see. We look over the
edge of the earth in any case, and the higher

we are above the surface, the further away
is the edge we look over*
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1 6. You must not imagine from this that there is

an edge that you can fall over ; since the earth is a

Fio. 4.—Diagram explaining how it i. that the higher we go the fiurther

we can see. To an eye at A the edge is at A'A'^ to an eye at B the

edge is at B'B't and so on.

globe, the apparent edge retreats as you advance.

Think this out for yourselves by help of the orange

and flies.

ft

S II.—THE BARTH IS VERY LARGE.

17. We have employed an orange to prove that

the earth is a globe. Some of you may ask, " If the

earth is round like an orange, is it also small like an
orange ? " Or again, ** Is it fair to use a smooth orange,

while on the earth there are high mountains and all

manner of roughnesses? because, though I can believe

that the surface of the earth is part of s( curve when
I look out upon the sea, yet when I see high moun*
tains and deep valleys, I don't understand how such

an irregular surface can be spoken of as part of a

curve.'' I must try then to answer these questions.
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18. In the first place, it is clear that if you are

at the same distance above two globes, one large,

the o^her small, the edge at which objects begin, or

cease to be, visible when they are moving to or

from the eye, will be further off in the case of the

larger globe. ^

Fig. 5.—Diagram showing that the larger the earth is supposed to be, the

further removed from us is the place at which the sky appears to touch
the earth.

19. Thus, in Fig. 5, if -<4 represent the height oi

the fly's eye above the orange BB^ the distance

from A X.0 B would represent the distance of the

edge over which the other fly would begin to be

visible, while it would be represented by the distance

from A to C, if the flies were on a globe as much
larger than an orange, as the circle indicated by CC
is larger than the circle indicated by BB,

20. Now since, when you stand on the sea-shore,

you can see some miles out to sea, it must be clear to

you that the earth is very large. This, then, answers

the first question. It is, in fact, some 8,009 miles in

diameter : that is to say, a straight line from surface to

surface through the centre would be 8,000 miles long
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21. I want next to make you understand tha

earth, in spite of its mountains, is really much smooth

comparatively, than an orange is.

Suppose, for instance, that tue distance of tl

wrface of the earth from the centre is 4,000 mih
vhich is not far from the truth. Then a mounti'

four miles high will only be the one-thousandth pa

<lf this distance higher than the general level, an(

such roughnesses would be included in the thickness

of the paper covering a large school globe. You
v^i see at once then that the earth is comparativel)

mich smoother than an orange, for if you were to

magnify an orange up to the size of a school globe,

it would look very rough indeed.

22. We see then, (i) it is only when the surface is

lei^el, as on a great plain or on the sea, that we can

judge by the eye as to the real form of the earth.

(2) But even in the most rugged ground the curve is

there, though we may fail to notice it. (3) The
curve, is a very gentle one, because you can see the

vejsels at sea for many miles before they sink down
out of sight. (4) The facts that the curve is so
geitle, and that the high mountains make so little

difference, show that the circle of which it forms a
part is large, and therefore that the earth itself is

large; and (5) the earth is so big, that even the
highest mountains are in compaiison merely like little

grains on the surface ; its diameter or distance from
ade to side through its centre is 8,000 miles.

i
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i? III.—THE EARTH IS NOT AT REST.

23. The Earth, then, with its surface of land and

water, is a great globe, so big that supposing there

were a road all round it from your school, and that

you were to walk on day and night without rest, at

the rate of three miles an hour, it would take ypu

nearly a year to get to school again. i

24. The earth, too, hangs in space as you sone-

times see a balloon. Now is it at rest? or does it

move ? Perhaps you will say that it does not move,

because your school-house is where it always was;

that the houses or trees near to it are no further

away or nearer than they were.
^

j

25. But this does not help us : let us take a latge

ball of worsted, or an orange, to represent the earth,

and stick into it on« pin to represent the ochc>ol-

house, and other pins to picture to you the trees and

homes round it i

26. You will see at once that whether the worsted

ball or the orange is at rest or in motion, the positions

of the pins with regard to each other will not change.

27. How, then, are we to settle the question ? By
looking at something not on the earth. Go out

en a clear evening, and look in the east (every bey

and girl should know where the north, south, east, and

west points are) : you will see the stars rising higher

and higher above the edge of the earth, that is, the

line where the earth's surface and the sky meet, which

we must henceforth call the horizon. Those in

the west will be r;radually disappearing just in the

same way ; the moon also follows their example. In
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the day-time we iind that the su^ rises in the east

and sets in the west, in exactly the same manner.

28. Here there is proof positive that while the

houses and trees on the earth's surface do not move
with regard to each other, the sun, stars, and moon,

which are not on the earth's surface, do move, or

appear to move, with regard to the earth.

29. Now let us think about this. What do we mean
when we say that a star or the sun rises and sets ?

We mean that it is just passing either up or down over

the edge of the earth seen from the place where we
are ; the sun or star in fact does, or appears to do,

just what the ships that we referred to in par 10 did.

The ball of worsted or the orange should make this

\

Fig. 6,—Explanation of sun-rise and sun-set, and Star-rise and star-set.

quite clear. Put it on the middle of a table, and
stick a pin into its side, the pin's head to represent

your eye. Now imagine yourself to be the sun or
a star, and walk round the table as represented in

Fig. 6, keeping your eye on a level with the pin ; at

one point the pin will be seen just rising from the
edge of the ball

; you are playing the part of a rising

sun or star, to your own eye represented by.the pin's
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head: at another point in your journey round the

table the pin's head will disappear, and at last will be

hidden by the edge of the balL Here you are playing

the part of a setting sun or star, «;dpposing the earth

to be at rest.

30. Now sit down and get someone to turn the ball

of worsted round for you, keeping the pin's head

always at the same distance above the table. In this

case, the motion of the ball, while you are at rest, will

give rise to the same appearances as those you saw

when the ball was at rest, and you walked round it

Fig- ?•—Diagram explaining Fig. 6 ; with the direction of motion indicated
a body at A is setting, at B is rising, and at C is overhead.

31. Hence the appearances connected with the

rising and setting of the sun and stars, may be due
either to our earth being at rest and the sun and

stars travelling round it, or the earth itself turning

round, while the sun and stars are at rest. The
ancients thought that the earth was at rest, and that

the sun and stars travelled round it. But we now
know that it is the earth which moves.
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S IV.—THE EARTH SPINS OR ROTATES LIKE

, A TOP.

32. You have then to take it as proved that the earth

moves, and that the seeming movements of the sun,

moon, and stars, as they travel from east to west, the

sun by day, and the moon and stars by night, are not

real movements, but are apparent movements only,

brought about by the actual movem( t of the earth.

33. How then does the round earth move? Let

us think a little. Have we any familiar example of

such apparent movement of objects afc rest brought

about by our own movement? Yes, certainly we
have. You ^W. all at once think how, when you

are sitting in a railway-carriage, all the objects, trees,

houses and what not, that you can see out of the

window and are really at rest, appear to fly past you as

if you were at rest. Further, they appear to sweep

past you in the direction exactly opposite to the one

in which you are going.

34. So far so good. Now will it do to apply this

reasoning at once to the earth and stars, to imagine

that the whole earth is really moving rapidly from the

point that we call West towards the East, and is

rushing rapidly past the sun and moon and stars?

and that this is the reason they appear to move from

East to West?

35. You will at once see that it will not do to reason

thus, because we should thus never see the same sun

and moon and stars again.

36. How then can we explain the facts ? We can
imagine that the earth spins round as a top
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does, so that every morning every boy and girl,

whether living in England, or America, or Australia,

Fig. 8.—A top spinning.
Em

or India, sees the same sun rise, and every evening

sees the same sun set.

37. It is in fact because the earth does^ttiiSi in this

way that we haire morning and evening at all, and day

Fig. 9.—The direction of the earth's spin.

and night are the best proofs that the earth does

really spin as I state that it does.
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Tfi. And because the sun seems to rise in the East

and set in the West, the earth really spins in the

opposite direction, that is, from West to East.

39. Now get a common school globe. Set it spin-

ning as you would a top ; that is, let the axis be

upright as a top's is. Which way is it to turn?

With your right hand push the right-hand surface of

the globe away from you. The globe then represents

the direction in which the real earth turns.

§ v.—THE EARTH ROTATES ONCE IN A DAY.

40. Take an orange, to represent the earth, into a

dark room, with a lamp to represent the sun; stick

a knitting needle through the centre of the orange,

and then upright into a pincushion having also stuck

a small pin as far as it will go into the orange, so that

Fic xar-Experiment to illustrate the spinning of the earth, as causing uay
and night.

, B

its head shall represent an observer on the earth.

Twist the needle round, and so make the orange turn

/i ^
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round slowly, in the contrary direction to that in

which the hands of a watch move, as in Fig. 9.

41. Examine what happens. First, there will be two
points on the orange through which the knitting needle

passes, which do not move, and these are called the

poles, the one at the top we will call the north
pole, and the bottom one the south pole, the line

joining the poles we will call the axis ; this is repre-

sented by our needle. Draw a circle round the middle

of the orange, everywhere at the same distance from

the poles, or just where we should cut the peel if

we were going to cut a lily or other similar device

from the fruit: this line we will call the equator.

Let the pin's head'be near this line and opposite the

lamp representing the sun. One half of the orange

will, of course, be lighted up by the lamp, representing

day, and the other half dark, representing night, yitf

42. Now twist the knitting needle slowly, and you
will see that the pin's head, instead of being exactly

in the middle of the half of the orange first lit up by
the lamp, will, when the orange has turned through a
quarter of a circle, be just visible at the edge of the

lighted portion ; a slight turn more, and no light reaches

it,

—

^the lamp has set. Turr. the orange another

quarter of a circle, and you find the pin's head is

in the centre of the dark side, with its head turned

exactly opposite to the lamp \ another quarter's turn,

and the pin's head is just coming into the lamp-

light

—

the lamp is rising; a quarter of a turn

more, and the orange has turned round once, and the

lamp is again shining directly overhead as at first

43. The lamp has therefore apparently passed from

over the pin's head, set, and risen, and come to the
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same place again, simply by turning the orange

round. ^^

44. So with the earth, it rotates as the orange has

done, in the same way, round, not a knitting-needle,

but an imaginary axis, passing through its poles.

45. Day and night are thus caused, and as the

sun appears to take twenty-four hours to move from

where it is at any time to the same place again the

next day, we learn that the earth actually takes twenty-

four hours to turn once on its axis. (Par. 41.) j 10

46. It is time now that we made use again of an

ordinary school-globe. Get one of these and place the

lamp a few feet from it, on a level with its centre. Let

the axis of the globe be upright, and make the globe

turn round. Whether it is allowed to remain at rest

or is sent spinning round rapidly, the half of it next

the lamp will be illuminated, and the other half away

from the lamp will be in shade. When it is at rest,

the places on one side remain in the light, while

ihose on the opposite side remain in the dark. As
you turn it round, each place in succession is brought

round to the light, and carried on into the shade

again. And while the lamp remains unmoved, the

rotation of the globe brings alternate light and dark-

ness to each part of its surface.

47. Now, instead of the little school-globe, imagine

the earth, and in place of the feeble lamp, the great

sun, and you will see how the rotation or spinning

round of the earth on its axis must bring alternate

light and darkness to every country^ \

48. You must not suppose that there is any actual

rod passing through the earth to represent our knitting-

needle and the steel rod of the school-globe, to form

t
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the axis round which it turns. The axis is only an

imaginary line, and the two opposite points where it

reaches the surface, and where the ends of the rod

would come out were the axis an actual visible thing,

are still called the North Pole and the South
Pole, both on the globe and on the earth itself.

49. The earth spins then round this axis once in

every twenty-foui hours. All this time the sun is

shining steadily and fixedly in the sky. But only those

parts of the earth can catch his light which happen at

any moment to be on the side turned towards him.

There must always be a bright side and a dark side,

juLt as there was a bright side and a dark side, when
you placed first the orange and then the globe oppo-

site to the lamp. Now you can easily see that if there

were no motion in the earth, half of its surface would

never see the light at all, while the other half would

never be in darkness. But since it rotates, every

part is alternately in sunlight and in darkness. When
we are catching the sun's light, we have Day ; when
we are on the dark side, we have Night.

50. The sun seems to move from east to west. The
real movement of the earth, is, for a reason which

has been stated in par. 38, just the reverse of this,

viz. from west to east. In the morning we are

carried round into the sunlight, which appears in

the east. Gradu^ly the sun seems to climb the sky

until he appears highest at noon, and gradually he

sinks again to set in the west, as the earth in its

rotation carries us round once more out of the light.

At night we trace the movement of the earth by the

way in which the stars one by one rise and set, as

die sun rises and sets in the daytime.
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VI.—THE ROTATION OF THE EARTH IS NOT
ITS ONLY MOTION.

51. You are now probably convinced of these facts

First, that the earth is a globe.

Secondly, that the earth spins like a top.

WALL A

TABLE

t

I
r-
r
O

WAU e

Fig. II.—Explanation of the Earth's motion round the Sun.

And lastly, that without this spinning there could

T)e no day and night, so that the regular succession

of day and night is caused by this spinning.

/

c 2
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52. Here then we have fairly proved that the earth

has one motion. Now the question comes, has it

more than one? How shall we settle this? Well,

first of all let us see if this one motion will account

for all the things we see.

53. To do this we must again have our globe and
orange, and imagine them in a room with many pic-

tures on the walls. You wonder what pictures have

to do with it ? Well, I want the pictures to represent

the stars in the sky. There are stars all round the

part of space in which the earth and the sun are, only

we cannot see them in the daytime, because the sun

is so bright. So that if you have pictures all round

the globe and orange they will represent the stars.

Of course there should be pictures on the ceiling

and floor too, but we will content ourselves by
imagining them to be there as well

54. Now imagine the globe at rest and the

orange at rest. Do not turn it round even*

Then, as we have already seen, if we imagine

the orange to represent the earth, and the lamp

to represent the sun, that part of the orange turned

to the sun, represented by th6 lamp, will have per-

petual day, and will always see the same
] « n

1

in the same place \ from that part of it turned away

from the sun the same \ Jl \ will always be

visible in the same place. From the parts of the

I arth I

^^^^ *^^ boundary of light and shade

. f sun, stars ) •« i. r
*«> ^"^

i lamp, pictures } '^ ^ ^<^' "^"^ *P'
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patently near the horizon (par. 27) in the same

place.

55. Now stick a pin in the equator (par. 41) of the

orange up to the head, to represent an observer on the

earth, turn the orange round to represent the spinning

or rotation, as we must now call it, of the earth, and

mark that whenever the observer represented by the

pin's head is in the middle of the lighted-up half, the

part exactly opposite is in the middle of the dark

half, and that half a turn of the orange brings the

pin's head from the middle of the lighted-up to the

middle of the dark portion. Now these two positions

—namely, the middle of the lighted-up half and the

middle of the dark half—represent nearly enough for

our present purpose the position with regard to the

sun which an observer is made to occupy at midday
and midnight by the earth's rotation.

56. You will see in a moment, therefore, that if

neither the sun nor the earth move from their places,

we shall always see one particular set of stars at mid-
night, another particular set at sunrise, and another

particular set at sunset.

57. Think this well over and reason it out with the

pictures, for it Is a very important point for you to

understand clearly.

58. Now, is it a fact that we always do see the

same stars at midnight? No. Then what are the

facts ?

(i). If we view the stars at midnight in summer,
and again at the same time in winter, we see

diffident stars. Here then is a great change in six

months.

(2). If we view the stars for many nights in succes-
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sion at midnight, we find them gradually falling away
to the west. Here is a slight change in a few days.

(3). After the lapse of a year the same stars are

visible at midnight.

59. No V move the orange round the lamp in

the same direction as the earth rotates, and

vou will se ? at once thstt this explains all the facts.

60. In Fig. II. I have given a drawing of the lamp,

orange, table, and room, as you would see them from

above. First consider the orange at A» Then at mid-

night the observer on the dark side would see the stars

opposite to the sun, the pictures on wall A : at B, at

midnight he would see the stars opposite the sun, now
represented by the pictures on wall B ; and therefore

no longer the same stars as were seen before. So

on with the positions at C and Z>. ' -^^^

61. I must next point out to you that the same effects

would be produced as those we see and have thus

accounted for, by supposing the sun to travel round

the earth in the opposite direction. But we know
that the earth really travels round the sun, and not

the sun round the earth. -u-

§ VII.—THE EARTH TRAVELS ROUND THE
SUN ONCE III A YEAR.

62. The earth then not only rotates on its axis

once a day, but travels round the sun. In this way we
have accounted for the fact that as seen at midnight, or

at the Same nour every night from any part of the

earth, whether England, America, Australia, or ftidia,

the stars visible are continually changing. We have

found also that tbey change very little in & few
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nights, very much in six months, and that after

twelve months the same stars again appear in the

same places.

63. Now my reader should ag^in go to his lamp

and orange, and he will find that precisely as the

earth spins in a day, so it goes round the sun
in a year.

64. For it is clear that if for instance the journey

only required six months, then in six months* the same

stars would be visible at midnight, and so on for any

other period you might choose to suggest. Here

then we have the origin of the year, which is the time

the earth requires to get back to the same place in its

path round the sun.

§ VIII.—THE TWO MOTIONS OF THE EARTH
ARE NOT IK THE SAME PLANE.

' 65 i
*' ilow does the earth travel round the sun ?

does it -jerk, or go up and down, or always smoothly

and right on, keeping the same level ? " some of you

m^y ask, I answer, the earth travels smoothly, and

always keeps the same level ; as horses do, galloping

round a very level race-course. To picture this more
exactly^ imagine a very large ocean with the sun and
earth floating on it up to their middles, then imagine

the earth to travel thus round the sun once a year

in a nearly circular path, that is, always keeping

about the same distance from the sun.

66. Now get five balls, one larger than the others,

to represent the sun ; weight them so that they sink

up to their middles, and then put them in a tub of

lya^er as shown in Fig. ij?,
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67. We have now a representation of the sun, and of

the earth in four parts of its annual journey. What
I want you to understand is that the motion of the

earth is not only smooth, but that its motion is in

the same plane, a plane being a level surface re-

presented by a sheet of cardboard or the surface of

the water in the tub : and next that this plane in

7S^-

Fig. 12.—The plane of the Ecliptic.

which the earth nK)Ves ^sses" tft^gh the cehtM15f

'

tl* e sun and earth, as the centres of the balls will be

on a level with the water if you have weighted them
properly. Further let me call the plane represented

by the level surface of the water the Plane of the
Ecliptic.

68. Here then is defined the plane of the earth's

motion yearly round the sun; this plane of the

ecliptic is the earth's race-course. What is the rela-

tionship of this to the plane of the earth's daily

motion round its axis ?

69. Now it is clear that if the earth's axis is sup-

posed to be upright with regard to the plane of the
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ecliptic, or to form a " right angle '* with it, the plane

of the earth's spin will be the same as the plane

of the earth's motion round the sun. This is the

state of things represented in Fig. 1 2.

70. But are these planes the same? Let us sup-

pose them to be so. Stick a pin into one of the

smaller balls, make the ball spin uprightly like a hum-
ming top, and it will represent the earth as it travels

round the sun, and you will find that on this sup-

is^*

•
Fig. i3.~Two planes cutting each other at right angles.

position, the days will always be of the same length,

because the boundary of light and darhaess would

i

^di 'to, mw

Fig. X4.—Two planes cutting each other obliquely.

pass through the two poles, so that each part of the

§:pth's surface would be an equal time in the lighted
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up, and in the dark, half, if the motion of rotation

were uniform. But the days are not all of the same

length; in winter in England they are short, and
the nights are long; and in summer the days are

long, and the nights are short ; and, further, while it

is Christmas here in England and America it is

summer in Australia.
^ .^ .

^ ^ 1a;? .-,,->=

71. So then the planes '6ftKe''tw3iirtMoHsfcaftnot

be coincident; but we can explain all the facts by

assuming them to be inclined to each other as shown
in Fig. 14, so that the earth's axis in its journey round

the sun is really represented by the little balls in

Fig. 15, in which they no longer spin upright as in

Fig. 12, but their axes are inclined. - • ;^^ct-^ .
. *^,^,.

rt'Titiif ft
, ''fH^i^^S

rfi

^0 fi^ff;?

G\ Mm

Fig. 15.—Earth with inclined axis of rotation.
^^

fj^^^iff j

§ IX.—WHY THE DAYS AND NIGHTS ARE
UNEQUAL.

72. We can now leave the tub, and come back to

the lamp and orange, remembering that the knitting-

needle, must no longer be upright as we allowed it
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to be in Fig. lo, and that the plane of the ecliptic is

represented by the horizontal plane in which lies the

line joining the centre of the lamp and the centre of

the orange.

73. We have before accounted for day and night,

now let us see if we can explain why they differ in

length, at different seasons of the year. Place the

lamp as before on a table in the middle of the room,

and support the orange at the same height as before,

inclining the upper end of the knitting-needle

a little way from the lamp. Let us call the

upper pole the north pole.

74. Now turn the orange round, and you will see

that the light never shines on the part of the orange

near the north pole, and always shines on a part round

the south pole, however rapidly you turn the orange

;

but that, as before, parts near the equator alternately

become lighted and darkened. Now stick a pin in ,

the orange, to represent an observer near the north

pole, and again twist the orange, and you will see that

he never gets into tjie light region ; stick it near the

south pole, and here he will always see the lamp, so

that; with the earth in this position with regard to the

sun, to a person at the north *pole it is always night,

and at the other pole always day.

75. Again stick the pin in the orange, about half-way

between the equator and the north pole, and twist the

orange, and you will see that, as it travels round with

the orange, it has a much longer journey round on the

dark side of the orange than it has on the light side.

At this point, therefore, the night is much longer than _

the day, and you will see that the nearer you place

the pin tQ tb? npr^h pQJe, th^ §b9ft^r i^ili 1?^ its period
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of illumination, till it gets so far north as never to be
illuminated at all.

76. On the other hand, the nearer you place the

pin to the equator in the northern half of the orange

the longer it is lighted, or the days become longer

and the nights shorter, till on the equator the journey

in the light is just equal to that in the dark.

77. Exactly the reverse takes place on the south

side of the equator; the further you place the pin

towards the south pole, the longer will its journeys in

the light become, till near the pole it never passes

into darkness. - , ^ >

78. Now if you rease the inclination of the knit-

ting-needle away from the lamp, you will see that the

days and nights become more and more unequal at any

place where you choose to place the pin, except at the

equator, and the less you incline it from the lamp

the less is the inequality, so that when it is upright,

day and night are equal all over the orange. Now
you all kliow that England is on the north side of

the equator, about half-way between the equator and
pole, but somewhat nearer the pole than the equator

;

and you also know th^t in winter the days are much
shorter than the nights, and we at once therefore

account for this by supposing the axis of the earth to

be tipped in the same manner and direction as that of

the orange, so that the orange in the case just men-

tioned represents the earth in the winter.

79. It is, however, not always winter with us, and

following winter comes spring, when the days and

nights are equal in length on March 22 ; then comes

summer in three months more, when the days are

longer tba» th9 'o^^^^ \ JHst |h? reverse of what hap-

.'1

03'
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pens in winter. In autumn, on September 22, the

days and nights are again equal. How can we ac-

count for this? Let us consider, and return to our

orange; we might try to explain it, by tipping the

orange less and less till the axis is uprignt to re-

present spring, and then tip it towards the lamp to

*iG. io.—The Earth, as seen from the Sun at the Summer Solstice,

June 32 (noon at London),
.;-

., -, --- r - '\ '---^ .'- ' -
•

^'
- .\* -- .-

-^Jt-^: '.^*--~*--
•

. "•'^r,^ ^>r#«:'

represent summer, for you will see from what has

been said before, that if the north pole be turned

away from the lamp, the nights are longer than the

days;- when it is upright they are equal; and when
it is turned towards the lamp, the days are longgy
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than the nights; but the earth's axis does not alter

in its direction, as we always find that the axis points

very nearly to the same star, called the pole-star, at

all times of the year. , .,4,. ,„.,,» . .,, ^.,u

^ 80. We must therefore try another method. Move

'<i.

'TaK-

l^ff, {7.^^^^!;^ £a^, as seen from the Sun at the Winter Solstice,

;
• , Dep. 32 (noon at London).

the orange the contrary way to the hands of a watch,

^ound the lamp, still keeping the axis pointing in the

same direction, or more correctly, keeping the axis

represented by the knitting-needle always parallel to

Jtself ; let it be moved a quarter of the way round the

lamp and rotate the orange, and observe the length

ijf day and night as before
\
you will see that th^

1

ai|li*^^i ,. J\?i ^^i¥?
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poles are on the boundary which separates the light

from the dark halfj md the journey of every part ot

the orange through light and darkness is equal.

This position corresponds to the commencement of

spring, March 22.

81. Move the orange another quarter of a circle

Fig. t8.—^The Earth, as seen from the Sun at the Vernal Eauiuov,
March 22 (noon at London). '. j.-

round the lamp ; now you see the north poie is tilted

towards the lamp, and at every place north of the

equator; or in the northern half, or hemisphere, day
ia loTiger than night, corresponding to summer, and
the reverse at the southern hemisphere, so we have

matters just reversed by moving the orange half-

way round the lamp. ^
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82. Another quarter's turn, and clay and night are

again equal, corresponding to autumn, Sept. 22;

one more quarter brings the orange to its original

position.
^ imaEio^ m j^% isiiirw m mu : ao^BOii

83. Just in the same way the earth moves round the

sun in a year, passing from winter through spring to

3

ii#

*. •"^ Fig, ip. -The Earth, as seen from the Sun at the Autumnal Equinoa

f'$'^ Sept. 22 (noon at London).

'
- ' j '. • ^ J:^!'- \ .1'- A P.'-:- t?

! '..-;'"*(<._* ; :^ir-' -J.-?. "i y 5-t i , 'i'rfv'* ?*.:--

summer, and through autumn to winter again j the

positions of the earth in spring and autumn when the

days and nights are equal, are called the equinQ^es,
that is, the "equal nights." -^ , .:^i.

84. You will also be able to see that during the sum-

mer in the northern hemisphere the sun is continually
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visible above the horizon at places surrounding the

north pole ; for instead of setting in the west, it goes

apparently round by north to east again above the

horizon ; and in winter it is continually below the

horizon, never rising at all. In the southern hemi-

sphere the same thing happens, so at the poles there

is a day of six months succeeded by a night of the

same length.

8$. I have given four drawings of the earth as seen

from the sun in Spring, Summer, Autumn, and
Winter. The centre of each diagram represents the

point over which the sun is at the different times of

the year. Imagine the globe to turn once round in

each of these positions, and what I have told you will

be much clearer. " \ ,

§ X.—THE SEASONS DEPEND UPON
FERENCE IN THE LENGTHS
DAY AND NIGHT.

OF
DIF-
THE

%6, If you have really understood why the day and
night are of unequal length you have really understood

also how ?t is that, both in England and Australia,

there is winter and summer, the English summer
happening at the same time as the Australian winter

;

why in fact on the earth the seasons change,
and we have the succession of Spring, Summer,
Autumn, and Winter, in both the northern and
the southern hemisphere, (that is, the half of the

earth north or south of the equator) and at different

times of the year.

87. When the days are long and the nights are short

in either the northern or the southern hemisphere, in

D
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that hemisphere the sun is visible in every twenty-

four hours for a longer period than it is absent,

therefore the heat accumulates. On the other hand,

when the days are short and the nights are long in

either hemisphere, the sun is absent for a longer time

than it is present, so the absence of the heat is more
felt.

Fig. 20.—Explanation of the SeasooB. •

88r In spring, although the days and nights are equal

as in autumn,' the powers of nature are renewed by

their winter's rest, so spring is the time of buds, while

autumn is the time of decay.
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§ XI.—WHY THE MOVEMENTS OF THE SUN
^**'* AND STARS APPEAR DIFFERENT IN
.^ DIFFERENT PARTS OP THE EARTH.

^^89. I must now endeavour to explain how it is that,

as seen from different parts of the earth, the motions

of the heavenly bodies appear to be very different.

90. Not only at the poles is there a day and a

night, of six months, and not only at the equator are

the days and nights always equal, but at the poles the

stars seem to travel round a point overhead, while at

the equator the stars which travel overhead seem to

rise and set almost vertically, and not on a slant as

they da in England, America, and Australia. <

91. We have already become acquainted with

risings and iiettings as seen here, but let us observe

the stars, not east and west, but in other parts of

the sky, and see how they move ; you will see that in

England the stars near the south rise only a little

east of the south, get to the highest point above the

horizon exactly south, and set as far west of south as

they rose east of it. Those that we at first see rising

in the east, pass over the south much higha- above

the horizon, and set in the west again. The stars

near the north neither rise nor set, never going below

the horizon, but moving in circles round a point in

the heavens, marked by a star called the pole star,

a star easily found by its being pointed at by the

pointers of the Great Bear, as shown in the diagram

(Fig. 21).

92. Now, to illustrate this, take a small globe, make
its axis upright, and in order to indicate the horizon

Da
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of any place quite plainly, cut a piece of card about

the size of a penny and gum the centre of it oa,^e

UPpen CULMINATION

W POLC STAH

10

il

LnWFH niLMINATION

I

t\

Fig. ai.—The Pole Star and the Constellation of the Great Bear, in four
different positions, after intervals of six hours, showing; how the Great
Bear appears to travel round the I'o.u Ltar. ->i-**^' *w«i *j>^-^ iA^ -

globe as near the upper axis or north pole as the

mounting will permit, or put it on the axis if you can

;

then a person standing at or near the pole would be
able to see everything above the card, but not below

—

in fact, the edge of the card represents the horizon.

Ndw spin the globe to represent the motion of the

earth, and watch what the* appearance of the stars re-

presented by the pictures on the walls (Art. 53) would

be to a person standing at the pole. You will at once

see that the card simply turns round like a wheel, and

the pictures that were above it at first remain so. So
the stars would not rise or set to p, person at the pole,
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but remain at the same height above the horizon, and

only apparently move round the points of the com-

pass ; the pole star being of course overhead, and the

stars turning in circles round it. If you fix on a picture

on the walls below the plane (Art. 67) of the piece

of paper to represent the sun, you will see you cannot

make it appear to rise or set by turning the globe

round, it can only be thrown above the horizon by

tipping down the globe as is done to represent the

seasons. Now you will recollect that for one half of

the year the north pole of the earth is tipped towards

the sun, and during the other half away from the sun,

so that it can only have day during the summer half

of the year, and night during all the winter ; and ifyou

will look at Fig. 20 you will see that during the

summer the whole of t- . small circle round the pole

is lighted, so that there is no night there as the earth

turns round, and in winter foi the same reason there

is no day, but in spring and autumn half the circle is

light and half dark, so that every place is brought by

the turning of the earth into daylight and back into

night every twenty-four hours.

93. So much then for the view of the heavens at

the pole. Now let us examine what takes place at the

equator. To do this, gum the disc of card on the

equator, and turn the globe. You will see that it

no longer turns like a wheel, but turns somewhat

as a penny does when spun on its edge; and on

turning the globe half-way round, aq entirely new set

of stars appears above the horizon, represented by
the edge of the card, the two places in the heavens

pointed to by the poles of the globe will be just on
the horizon, tihe north pole-star just on the northern
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part of the horizon, and the south pole just on the

southern part of the horizon, and the stars which

rise due east will pass exactly over the paper, and set

due west as the globe is turned.
,l j^^i

94. If you fix on one picture to represent the sun,

you will see that the globe can be just turned half-

way round while the sun, or the picture representing

it, is above the paper horizon, and half-way round

while it is below it ; and as the earth turns round once

every twenty-four hours, the sun will be twelve hours

above and twelve below the horizon, so the day and
night at the equator are always of equal length, and

by tipping the globe to represent the changes of

seasons you will find that the length of a.. day Qi

night remains unaltered. *y:^

95. Now try for yourself, and place the card in

other positions on the globe, beginning at the equator

and going up to the north pole, and watch the gradual

.change in the apparent movements of the stars in

rising and setting.
,^^,,.,,,.^;^^.^.j nh^m&rm''humm^

96. All that has been said refers to the apparent

motions of the stars as seen on the equator, or to the

north of it; so, in order to examine' the apparent

motions of the stars visible in the southern hemisphere,

you must stick the card at different places south ot

the equato'- f^f the globe, and turn the globe and

observe what takes place. First place it between

the equator and south pole, to represent the posi-

tion of an observer in Australia, then the equator

will be north of him instead of south, and his pole

south instead of north, as in our hemisphere, and if he

looks towards the north he will see exactly the ^ame

rising and setting of *he stars as he would ?ii the
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nottnerri hemisphere ; but nis nght hand will be

towards the east and his left towards the west, so that

the stars will rise on his right hand and set on his

left, traversing the heavens in an exactly opposite

direction to that they take in the northern hemi-

sphere. Kurther, he will see near the northern horizon

the stars seen in England near the southern horizon,

the northern stars being altogether invisible to him.

97. In order to make the apparent movements of

the stars visible in the southern hemisphere more plain,

call the upper pole of the globe south, and the lower

north, and turn the globe contrary to the way in which

you turned it before ; for the earth appears to revolve

in a different direction according to the position from

which it is viewed, like the hands of a watch, for

they go in one direction if looked at on the face,

and in the contrary direction if looked at on the

back, supposing the watch to be transparent; so to

an observer in the southern hemisphere the earth

appears to rotate in the opposite direction to that

as seen from tlje northern hemisphere, and conse-

quently, if we make the south pole the uppermost
we must reverse all the motions including its motion
round the sun.

.-v...>..H.a. ^^.j.^^i,^^^,

98. When you have done this, bring the true south
pole of the globe to the top, and then experiment
with the paper horizon as before. ^''^'^W"

99. On the globe you will probably find a " wooden
horizon," this represents the horizon of the centre of
the earth, as we have supposed the circumference of
the card disc to represent the horizon of a place.

Ssta
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IX—THE MOON TRAVELS AMONG THE ^^^
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'.^^^y)-'\.' STARS *"' -''' ^^^^f^^^w.ii^m
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100. You have now become acquainted with the

form of the earth and with its motions, first its spin

or rotation round its own axis in twenty-four hours,

and secondly its movement round the sun, which it

accomplishes in a year, i^^i ^^O''^* '^dt p^j ^4fv<T*^fyf^fffrV

loi. We have also seen how these two real move-

ments of the earth give rise to two apparent motions

of the sun and stars, the daily movement of rising and

setting, and the yearly movement by virtue of which,

month after month, we see different stars in the south

at the same time in the evening, until, after the expira-

tion of a year, the grand procession begins afresh.

The "Physical Geography Primer" will teach you what

the earth is like—that it is a cool body surrounded

with an atmosphere set in motion by the sun's heat.

102. Some of my readers will wonder why as yet I

have said nothing of the moon, which appears to us

almost as large as- the sun, and which sometimes

throws such a strong light on the earth. '^<f?R.f .^(^^ .>i^^

103. It is now the moon's turn. Look at it some
fine evening, and notice its position amongst the

neighbouring stars; it is difficult to see small stars

near it, so it is best to take an opportunity when it is

near a large one. Observe it again some hours after-

wards, or, ifneed be, on the following evening ; you will

at once see that it no longer occupies the same position

among the stars, but that it has moved among them
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considerably towards the east. It will be observed

to rise later and later every day, by three quarters of

- an hour to an hour, as is easily noticed by timing its

rising for a few successive days. It keeps on losing,

as it were, on the sun, till, from being seen at sunset,

it does not rise till just before the sun in the morning

After this, the sun apparently passes it, and a few

evenings afterwards it is again seen in the west just

after sunset, only to lose on the sun and be over-

taken again every twenty-eight days as before, in the

same manner as the hour-hand of a clock is overtaken

and passed by the minute-hand, ^k, -r^p^^i^W --'-

«iivio4. We have now made our observations : let us

see how they can be explained. We must return to

^our orange and lamp, and, in addition, shall require

*% much smaller orange to represent the moon. Now
)rkeep the orange, representing the earth, still, and

*move the small one representing the moon in a circle

%ound it, as the earth moves round the sun.

^ 105. We have to see if th.^i motion will account

for our observations. *. F"vst, let the moon be at E
-(Fig. 22), in a line witii he sun, and as in such a
*^position it would clearly appear to us to be a the

sky near the sun, then it will appe^ to rise and set

at the same time as the sun does, and on twisting

the earth round on its knitting-needle, this »vill at

once be clear. Next move the moon co T to re-

present its position a few days later; you will now
see that the sun will set some time before t- j moon,
for to a person at A the sun is just ., but the

"moon is above the horizon. Again, move the moon
to F^ and you will see it is just south of the »observer

at Ay when the sun has set, so that it has lost about
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six hours on the sun. Move it further on fo' Cf alid

it will just be rising when the sun is setting, and will
^

be south at midnight, having lost twelve hours on the

sun, as will be seen supposing an observer to be at D;
move the moon further to H^ then to the observer at A^

to whom the sun has just set, the moon will not have

risen ; having lost eighteen hours on the sun, it will

rise at mid-night, as will be seen by the observer at D,

To the observer at C, the moon is southing and the

sun is rising ; move it on farther to K^ it will nearly

have lost a whole revolution on the sun, and will

rise about twenty-one hours after it, if we reckon from

the time they both rose together (or three hours be-

fore it, if we reckon the other way), and in two or
- MAI

three more days they will both rise together again.

Now it is clear from what we have seen that its losing \

on the sun may be accounted for by supposing it to

travel round the earth in about twenty-eight days.

And this we know to be the case.

t.

i>»i

§ II.—THE MOON CHANGES HER FORM.
'.y^r-^i-^ffM^'.^-'>\'- • .!- •"'.•:.- ' 1.'

:'-,-
^ ..

' -' '•.; ''{::,•'•".,' ^'^'. .
:,-,-. ..

1 06. We have thus explained the moon's own motion

among the stars, but something else happens to her:

as she moves round us, she changes her form from a

crescent to a circle. These changes have become so

familiar to us, having heard of the changes of the

moon as far back as we can remember, that we are

apt to look on them as a matter of course, without

inquiring into their cause. Let us ask the question,

" Does the moon really change ?" No, it is always
there, but a portion is sometimes unillumi-

nated and invisible to us.
Q

I.
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T07. Observe the moon some evening ; suppose you

see it at the "full moon" as it is called, when it appears

round, like the. sun : observe whereabouts it is in the

sky, and you will find that it is on the opposite side of

the earth to the sun, and that it consequently rises at

sunset and sets at sunrise, in fact it is in position G
(Fig. 22) ; now place the ball representing the moon
at G on the opposite side of the orange to the sun,

then the half of the ball, which is white in the diagram,

?\

^^..L,;d-(|qn? i^/U'tO'
3

-:•>!.

C
o
M

a
Dhoiti

'i!^;//. i>op
'--"". ^ - ilG. sa.—The Moon's motion round the Earth, g rijll M* - *?

£i',,F'.J., x~

will be mummated by the sun, and the other half, op-

posite to it, will, of course, be dark, in the same manner
as we have night when the sun is shining on the other

side of the earth to us, and if you place your eye
near the orange, you will see all the bright portion

and none of the dark side ; it is then full moon, and
this appearance is represented by the white circle M,
So that it is now clear that at full moon the moon is
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on the opposite side of the earth to the sun, and we
see therefore the bright side.>r* vj i/w« ^muc.. .. a

108. After the full, the moon riseis, as we have seen

before, later and later after sunset, and we will suppose

you observe it a week after the " full." It will rise, as

you will find, about midnight. Rather late, you say,

to sit up, but the day of astronomers is other people's

night. The moon now is no longer apparently round,

only half of it is visible. Return to the diagram : in

what position is the moon if it rises at midnight ? It

is midnight to an observer at D, and the moon to be

rising must be at If» Place the ball, therefore, at

Iff and the eye at £>; now the part, white in the

diagram, is the bright half illuminated by the sun ; but

in this position the whole of it is not visible, but only

half of it and half of the dark portion, you will there-

fore see that we ought to have the appearance of half

moon, N, in this case, which we do in reality. ,i *,

109. Let us continue our observations. If it is too

late to sit up after midnight, try and get up before

sunrise and you will see that, as the moon is appa-

rently overtaken by the sun, it will get more and more

crescent shaped, and when at JC it appears as at O, till

it is lost in the sun's rays and comes to position £.

How ought it to appear now ? Place the ball between

the eye and the lamp, and you will see the whole of

the dark half and none of the bright portion. It is

" new moon ;
" look at it a few days after, when it will

be visible just after sunset. It will appear in a thin

crescent, and will be in the position marked T in the

diagram. Place the ball in this position, and by placing

your eye close to the orange you will see just a crescent

of the bright half, and a large portion of the dark half.

'*^r
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1 10. As the moon appears to get further and further

from the sun, and to set later and later, more and

more of the bright half will be seen, till we get to

half moon in position F. It is now south at sunset.

Place the ball in this position, and your eye close to

the orange, and you will see the observation is ac-

counted for. Another week more and the moon again

becomes full, and opposite the sun.'tvu'UA ^ .* * ^jugiix

tj III. All these observations may be thoroughly

mastered by standing at a distance from the lamp, or

gas-light, which should be the only one in the room,

and moving an orange, or ball, round your head,

when all the changes of the moon will be rendered

clear to you. The moon, therefore, revolves
round the earth in the same manner as the
earth goes round the sun, passing from full

moon to full moon in about twenty-nine and
a half days. , , ,

^^1 III.—HOW THE MOON CAUSES ECLIPSES.

5si 112. From what we have seen, you might think that

the moon ought to pass between us and the sun every

month, and produce what is called a total eclipse

of the sun ; but, for reasons of which we shall

presently speak, it sometimes passes a little above

the sun, and at others a little below, when there is

no eclipse at all, or it passes over a part only of the

sun, and so only covers a portion of the sun's disc

from our view, producing what is called a partial

eclipse.

113. Let us see if we 'jan make matters clear with

the use of our orange and ball

i V
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114. Set the lamp on the table, and stick the knitting

needle supporting the orange into a large pincushion

at some distance from it; then take the small ball

representing the moon and suspend it by a string, so

that you can move it round the earth (Fig. 23), without

the fingers casting a shadow on it. Now bring the

moon between the sun and earth, holding it near the

earth as at C (Fig. 23), so that the shacfow of the moon
falls on the earth: wherever this shadow falls on the

earth there will the sun be invisible, and there will be

a total eclipse at that place. At other places on
the earth, as at B, which the darkest part of the shadow

''
''
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115 Now move the moon further away from the

earth, to say D (Fig. 24), and you will see that the

shadow of the moon is not sufficiently long to reach

the earth, so there can be no total eclipse, the moon
being so far away that its disc is not sufficiently large

to cover the sun completely, so there remains the

outside edge of the sun visible j this sort of eclipse

is called an annular eclipse. .vsii !utr ) 3/*^^^

116. All this will be clearer if the orange be re-

moved and the eye placed in its stead. First place

i^Ela ;:>|-\Mj j^^M h

ii m>4u-%'( miy^^-^i ?^^^ ^i

.^i^i'hp IMffyf'iM

^-Tii f-'
.v'^.i. Mi i^::i -S ^i^. k''

ri'-

i^iG. 24.—^Annular Eclipse oi the buu.

your eye where the shadow was (Fig. 24), that is, in the

umbra of the moon, and you will see a total eclipse.

Then move the eye a Httle lower, still keeping the

moon in the same place, and you will see a crescent

of the sun, in fact a partial eclipse, and the furt' eryou

move your eye from it, the more of the sun you
will be able to see. Now place the eye at A and so

see a total eclipse, and move the moon gradually away
from you, and you will see the moon apparently

'in

m.,yy

t
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getting smaller, so that at D (Fig. 24), it is no longer

large enough to cover the sun, and you see the

bright edge of the sun round the moon ; in fact, an

annular eclipse.

117. Besides eclipses of the sun, there are eclipses

of the moon, occasioned by the moon passing

through the shadow of the earth. You will readily

understand how these happen by placing the lamp

and orange as before : on passing the ball, repre-

senting the moon, round on the opposite side of the

earth to the sun, it will go into and throtigh the

shadow of the earth, and will be darkened, not, as

ejilBaJW^ is in^M%.-%^^ of the moA'S^^: «^'^^^^^?.^4t

in the case of an eclipse of the sun, %f Im opaque
body coming between us and the sun, but by its

being shaded by our earth (Fig. 25). ^

118. To an observer on the moon during a total

eclipse of the sun, the earth would appear to have
a black spot on it, moving rapidly across it; and
surrounding the spot would be a circle of half shade,

the penumbra, in which a partial eclipse is seen from
the earth ; but in the case of a total eclipse of the
moon, the shadow of the earth entirely envelopes the

moon.

iiQ. You will have understood by this time that an

'V;
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an

eclipse of the sun can only take place at new
moon, and an eclipse of the moon can only

take place at full moon. The reason being thai

when the moon is between us and the sun, that is,

when an eclipse of the siin can happen, the moon's dark

side will necessarily be turned towr ^-ds us ; and when

the moon is on the oiher side—on the opposite side

of us to the sun, that is, when an eclipse of the moon
can happen, it must have its bright side towards us.

. 120. We have spoken (Art. 112) of the moon
passing sometimes above, and at other times below

the line joining the earth and sun, and, as you will

see by referring to the orange and ball, an eclipse of

the sun and another of the moon must happen every

month if the moon did not so pass.

121, Let us see how we can account for the fact

that the moon does thus pass sometimes above and
sometimes below the sun, thus preventing monthly

eclipses. We have found that the moon revolves round

the earth in nearly a circle (with the earth at the centre)

called its orbit or path. Let us represent this orbit

by a piece of wire, bent in a circle round the orange,

and let the moon be represented by a large bead or a
small ball strung on it. Hold the ring of wire so that

the earth (orange) is in the centre, and move the moon
on the wire round it, and you will find that if the ring

is held horizontally the moon will pass between the

earth and sun, represented as usual by the lamp, at

every revolution. Now this we have observed is not
the case with the real moon, and in order to make the

bead pass above or below, the part of the ring between
the lamp and the orange must be tipped up or down.

122. To make this clearer, get a tub of water as

s
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before, and float in the middle a ball to represent the?

sun, so that half is above water and half below. Float

another small ball near the side of the tub to repre-

sent the earth, then ihe earth can be floated round

the sun, to represent its annual path. Now, as its

orbit will lie on the surface of the water, this surface,

as we have seen before (Art. 67), represents the

plane of the ecliptic.

123. But we have already suspected that the

moon's orbit is inclined to this plane, so that at

certain times no eclipse takes place ; and if we take the

II

A 'iMSt i£^l;imfi S^as^l^ ,^^^ ^^¥* i^^mit^ rsv

Fi& 26.—Shewing the inclination of the Moon's orbit to the plane of the f

wire ring as before, to represent the moon's orbit, and ^^

place it round the earth, dipping one half of the ring

below the surface of the water, and keeping the other

above, as represented in Fig. 26, where the full line

i'*
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indicates the part above water and the dotted line the

part below, we represent the inclination 01 the moon's

orbit to the plane of the ecliptic, and the line joining

the points where the orbit cuts this plane is called

the line of nodes, and B asid D are the nodes.

124. This will render it clear that eclipses, suppos-

ing the orbit of the moon to be inclined to the plane

of the ecliptic, could only happen when the moon is

at the part of its orbit near a node when she comes

in a line with the earth and sun, for only then does

she in her revolution pass between the sun and the

earth. At the other parts of the orbit there can be

no eclipse, because the bead on the ring would at its

nearest approach to an eclipse be below or above the

water, and not on its surface in a line with sun and
earth. And as eclipses do not happen every month
we know that the moon's orbit is inclined as we have

supposed it to be.

125. We have seen before that the plane of the

earth's motion round its axis is inclined to the plane

of the ecliptic, and we now find that the plane of the

moon's motion round the earth is inclined to the same
plane. We' should now endeavour to understand how
the amount of inclination is fixed in each case.

126. To do this astronomers divide all circles, whe-

ther large or small, into 360 degrees (written 360°),

(see Fig. 27), and if we draw two lines firom the

centre of a circle to the circumference the number of

degrees intercepted between the points where they cut

the circumference is the measure of the angle between
the two lines^at the centre. Now 360 is four times

90, sd that two lines containing a quarter of a circle

make an angle of 90° between them. You will see

K a

y^'
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that the size of the circle is of no consequence, for if

you draw a number of circles, one inside the other,

all having the same point for their centre, and from

the centre .draw two lines intercepting a quarter or

90° of the outer circle, then you will see that it inter-

cepts also a quarter of each of the others. Each 90®

is called a right angle, and two lines which make an

» t ^^ -**...! ****• ^7*—Division <rf the circle into degrees. ^'rf|; ijj ?/

angle or opening of 90° between them are said to be

' k perpendicular to each other. A complete circle like

I this is contains 360 angles of 1°, 4 anf;les of 90°, and
soon,

''

127. Now astronomers conceive such a circle with

its centre at the centre of the earth, atld they can
^

then by their obscrvdtions detennine the angles

\ \
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,
formed by the planes to which we have referred in

iArt 125 j and they have thus found that the angle

!^made by the plane of the ecliptic, and the plane of

^ the earth's motion of rotation is 23S or, thereabouts

;

J

and the angle made by the plane of the ecliptic and

the plane of the moon's motion round the earth, is

^ a little over 5°. .., ./ , .

§ IV.—WHAT THE MOON IS LIKE.

128. I have already referred to the teachings of

Physical Geography with regard to the Earth. The
moon is near enough to us, being only some quarter

of a million of miles away, to enable us to learn much
about its surface.

129. If the moon be looked at with the unaided

eye its surface appears mottled, some portions being

darker than others; and those darker places were

thought by the ancients to be seas, and, although they

have since been found to be dry land, they still retain

the name of seas : so we have " Sea of serenity,"

"Sea of storms," and the like, as you will see on
looking at a map of the Moon, for we have a map of

the Moon as we have a map of the Earth. If you

employ a telescope to aid the eye—and a small one
will answer the purpose,—the surface is seen to be

.almost completely covered with mountains, hills, and

valleys, but not altogether mountains and valleys as

I we have them here, covered with verdure, but all

dry and barren. There are no lakes or rivers, and,

-^as far as is yet known, there is no water whatever,

j and consequently no clouds to shade the surface from
the sunj and what is more, there h no appreciable
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atmosphere. Hence there is probably no life on the

- moon. Nearly the whole surface is covered with ex-

^^tinct volcanoes of enormous extent, and, unlike those

you read of on the earth. -**" i"--"*. *-'*»«vv j,^.?, *^*»^*

^M^ 130. You will see from these facts about the moon
how the conditions of the planet on which we dwell

•toay not apply to the other bodies in the skies. Fancy

a world without water, and therefore without ice,

cloud, rain, and snow, without rivers and streams,

'^therefore without vegetation to support animal life

:

a world without twilight or any gradations between

the fiercest sunshine and the blackest night ; a world

also without sound, for as sound is carried by the air

the highest mountain on the airless moon might be
- tiven by an earthquake inaudibly

!

^--131. You will recognize, too, that the moon must

resemble the earth in this : it does not shine by
- its own light. The bright part of the moon is that

on which the sunlight falls ; where this light does not

fall the moon is invisible : hence moonlight is sunlight

second-hand, and the moon does not give us light of

la^ 132. The diameter (Art. 22) of the moon is about

it«i,ooo miles; and, bulk for bulk, its materials are

slighter than those of which the earth is built up.

This is expressed by saying that the density of the

simoon is §, that of the earth being i,?nff^'p f-^irT .3{%

133. Now this requires a little explanation. You
know that some things are very dense and heavy,

atpthers are very light; lead for instance is very dense

and heavy, cork is very light. Now you know
trwhat an inch is, and a square inch, and a cubic

inch. Suppose that you took a cubic inch of lead,

,\^i^j-i _.^
C/"

i ,<•;,( ...gf
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and a cubic inch of cork, then, by weighing them

both, you would be able to tell exactly how much the

lead was heavier than the cork. Calling the weight

or density of the cork i, the weight or density of the

lead would be so and so- And of course if you took

instead of a cubic inch, a cubic yard or a cubic mile,

the lead would weigh exacti^ tj^e sa.me num^
Jimes more than the cork. "

; ' ' * j- V r>-

134. Astronomers have found out the weight of the

earth, and of the moon, and they also know how
many cubic miles (or cubic inches) each contains.

They can therefore easily find whether a cubic inch or

mile of the materials of which the moon is built up
weighs less or more than a cubic inch or mile of the

materials of which the earth is built up; in other

words, whether the earth is less or more dense than

the moon. And they have found that a cubic inch of

the earth's materials weighs ij times as much as

a similar quantity of the moon's materials, hence they

say that the moon is only | as dense as the earth. ..

135. More commonly the weight or density of

a cubic inch of water is taken as i, then we say that

the density of the earth is 5 J, and that of the moon
3^ times greater than that of water. Thus then we
have in the case of each celestial body :

'^ ^^ *^

a. Its volume expn >sed in cubic miles or cubic

inches determined firom iw diameter, .. -^ „ .^^i

V b. Its weight or mass, that is torsi^K6w raaiiy

tons it weighs, this is determined from its action on
other bodies.^.^^

I
^* ai^^*;^^ ri

c. Its density, that is how much a cubic inch or
cubic mile weighs ; this is found by dividing its mass
or weight by its volume.
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136. The same side of the moon is always turned

towards us, for as the moon goes round the earth it^

slowly turns on its own axis, and makes one revolution^

in exactly the same time as it takes it to get rounds

us, just in the same way as you would do if you were

to take hold of a pole stuck in the ground, with your

-

hands, and go round it, always keeping your face

turned towards the pole. You would then see, by
looking at adjacent objects, that you turned round

once every time you went round the pole, and you

will probably become giddy, thereby giving conclusive

evidence of your rotation. ,
- .

137. It follows from this fact that tKe mooti olily

turns round once on its own axis during each re-

volution round the earth, and that the lunar days are

about 29 of our days. We are lighted by the sun for

about 12 hours, or ihe half of 24 hours ; each portion

of the moon is lighted for about 14 days, or the half of

29 days, so you can imagine how intensely heated the

surface must become during the lunar day, and how
cold the opposite side must get during the 14 days'

nicht
''•* '^'^-*'^'^^*'^ *''^^ ''-}}^^..^- V^ i''j:Miiy'yxqoinoi,Hboq

-THE sbLAIl SYSTEM.

X~ttOW BODIES LIKE fHE EAR'TH, NfiA
^^M

.''*>';

K':^'-

THE SUN, WOULD APPEAR TO US.
ER;

if

138. So far as we have gone the earth on which we
dwell, the large sun and moon, and the tiny stars, are

the only bodies with which we have dealt
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139. Let us see what we should observe in the

heavens if there were other bodies, not shining by

their own light—other earths like ours, revolving round

the sun as we do. How would they appear to us ?

And first let us take the case of a body travelling

round the sun but at a less distance from him than we
are. Let us think. Take the lamp to represent the

sun, the orange for the earth, and the ball used for the

moon to represent the other earth ; then all we have

to do in order to represent the appearance of the new
world in its journey round the sun, is to move the ball

round the lamp, and see how it appears from the

o^fi^nge in its ditfeti^t positions. I'irst place it wi the

>fj'Otr|y(:..|:|jx-f^ i«wc-

ilf^'

i

; /;«!,

^'

*'hrife

151 Bm

|.i:

:i:.J?

4u

'jo\ p^ tk/^m q-

Fig. d8.— Diagram lllustmting the mbtioiis and app^irances of a body
between us and the sun.

position represented by A, Fig. 28, between the lamp
and the orange—then it will appear in the same line

with the sun, and accompany the sun in its path

across the sky, at which time of course it will be in-

visible on account of the superior brightness of the sun,

but it will set and rise with it ; now move it tc B—
it will then appear on the right side of the sun, and
will rise before daylight and set before the sun, so that it

would only be seen before sunrise, changing its place,—" wandering '' among the stars from day to day (the

word planet means a ** wanderer"), to be put out like the

stars by the day. Move it to position C—it will then rise

f
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and set with the sun, and will be lost in the sun's rays

as at A, Again move it to D—it is then on the left

side of the sun and will rise after daylight, and set after .

sunset, so that it will be seen only in the evening. A ;

little consideration will make it plain that this body will

go through the same changes as the moon, and again

that we can never see it at midnight. But there will be
an important difference. As we go round the sun, keep-

ing always about the same distance from the sun, the

sun always seems to be about the same size ; and as

the moon goes round the eiarth, keeping about the

same distance from it, the moon always seems to be

about the same size. Mind, I do not say the same form.

But the new earth about which we are now think-

ing goes round the sun; so it will sometimes be

between us and the sun and sometimes on the opposite

side of the sun, so that its distance from us will vary \

therefore, its apparent size will vary.

140. Hence, if we were to examine this new earth

with a telescope, we should see it vary in size and also

in shape like tiie moon, and if its atmosphere were

clear, we should see its seas and continents^ and so

by their motion we should be able to ascertain how
fast it turned round on its axis—whether its day was

longer or shorter than ours. ^^^ :-.^|^ t^^^ >o fc

§ II.—HOW BODIES LIKE THE EARTH, FURwf^
«fei THER OFF FROM THE SUN, WOULD

APPEAR TO US. .»..^A_-,i4 -»»1»i»%^

a

141. In order to represent the appearance of an

earth outside us, we have only to move the ball in

a circle round the sun, outside the earth's orbit. Let
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us begin by holding the ball on the opposite side of

the sun to the earth—then it will be lost in the

sun's rays, and on moving it further round in ;! e

contrary direction to the hands of a clock, it will be

seen on the left side of the sun, and will therefore

set after it just as the interior earth did ; but as you
move it on after it has made a quarter of a revolution,

it appears to recede further and further from the sun,

Ji s^^

>^d oi afiUK-^i^.-'-j

£%

-5^ Ixliibfie Gv^
"{/.

iDsU*, *J0''fc> *J£*^ »'*

Fig. sg.—Diagram aHustrating the motion of a body travelling round the sun
outside the orbit of the earth.

instead of again approaching it, and passing between
the earth and sun; and eventually it comes to the
opposite side of the earth to the sun and rises at
sunset, and is visible in the south at midnight, which
as we have seen was impossible in the case of a
body between the sun and the earth.

142. You will also notice that nearly all the bright
side is visible to the earth, although at the two
positions corresponding to A and B, Fig. 29, it will
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show a portion of its dark side, so that an exterior

earth would not go through all the changes that an

interior oii» would do. While, therefore, the interior

earth would appear to swing from side to side of

the sun, unly the exterior one would take a sweep

round outside our earth. Such a body will vary its

size^ but not to so great an extent as an interior one.

?-t

8 Hi.—ARE THERE SUCH BODIES?—THE
PLANETS.

143. There are such bodies as we have just been

considering, both interior ones and exterior ones,

and they are all called Planets, and the earth is

called a planet simply because it, like them, would

appear to wander among the stars to astronomers on
the other planets, if such there be. The principal

planets are eight in number, including our earth.

They have been named after the ancient deities ; the

two interior ones. Mercury and Venus, and the exterior

ones. Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune

;

the three first being smaller than our earth, and the

remainder a great deal larger.

144. Mercury and Venus are known to be interior

planets, that is, planets between us and the sun,

because they appear to swing, as we have found such

bodies should do, on either side of the sun. Mercury

very seldom leaves the sun sufficiently to rise so early

before the sun, or set so late after him, as to be
visible. Venus, however, gets so far away as to be
seen long after sunset or before sunrise, and is called

the Evening or Morning star, accordingly.

145. The exterior planets, as we found such bodies
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should do, make a complete tour of the heavens. All

these movements are, however, rather more com-

plicated than we ha , e found with the orange and ball,

for the earth is not fixed, but going roimd the sun

quicker than the exterior, and slower than the interior

planets; and, in order to represent the true apparent

motions you must move the orange round the sun at

a rate depending upon which planet you wish to re-

present by the ball

146. The sun and planets revolving round him
form what is called the solar system ; in fact,

everything over which the sun has continued in-

fluence is a member of this system.

147. Thus besides the planets there are other

members of the system, namely, comets and falling

stars, which will be mentioned again more fully here-

after : all these bodies form a sort of family having

the sun for their head, and on Plate II. will be seen

a view of this system as it would appear when
looked at from above; but it is impossible thus to

give an idea of the true scale of the system. In order

to do this, take a globe a little over two feet in dia-

meter to represent the sun : Mercury would now be

proportionately represented by a grain of mustard-seed,

revolving in a circle 164 feet in diameter; Venus
a pea, in a circle of 284 feet in diameter; the

earth also a pea, at a distance of 430 feet; Mars, a

rather large pin's head, in a circle of 654 feet; the

smaller planets by grains of sand, in orbits of from

1,000 to 1,200 feet; Jupiter, a moderate sized orange,

in a circle nearly half a mile across ; Saturn, a small

orange, in a circle of four-fifths of a mile ; Uranus,

a full-sized cherry, or small plum, upon the circum-
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ference of a circle more than a mile and a half; and
Neptune, a good-sized plum, in a circle about two

miles and a half in diameter. '^
*'

148. I have already told you that the earth's

distance from the sun, represented in Art. 147 by

430 feet, is really 91 millions of miles, I cannot give

you any idea of this distance. I can only state that

if a train going at the rate of thirty miles an hour were

to leave the earth on the first of January, 1875, it

would only reach the sun in the middle of the year

149. Beginning with this rough idea we will now
consider the interior planets—those, namely, which

are nearer the sun than the earth.

'%i.

Ti-y^,

§ IV.—THE INTERIOR PLANETS.

,
Mercury.

150. Mercury, the nearest planet to the sun, revolves

round him at a distance of about 35 millions of miles
j

the earth's distance from the sun being 91 millions,

it has a diame^:er about one-third of that of the earth.

It can be seen at certain times just after sunset, and at

others just before sunrise, as it never quits the neigh-

bourhood of the sun. It is eighty-four days in travers-

ing its orbit, so that its year is less than a quarter of

ours. Its orbit is represented in Plate II., and, like

the moon's, is slightly inclined to the plane of the

ecliptic ; tLat is to say, if the earth's orbit is supposed

to be floating on the surface of water, part of Mercury's

orbit would be slightly below the surface and part

over. From the diagram you will see that Mercury

''%
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will always appear to us near the sun. When it is

on our left of the sun it apparently follows the sun on

its daily course, and sets just after it ; when on the

other side it precedes the sun, and therefore sets before

it, and so is only seen in the morning, When it rises

just before the sun.

151. If Mercury be watched with a telescope it is

found to go through the same changes as our moon,

and for the same reason. You will understand this

from Fig. 28, where the ball may betaken to represent

Mercury in its different positions as it revolves in its

orbit. When it is between us and the sun (or in

what is called inferior conjunction) we do not

see it as its dark side is turned towards us, and as

it moves round we see more and more of the bright

side, till when it is opposite to us, or in what is called

superior conjunction, we see the whole of the

bright side.

152. Little is known of Mercury itself; we know
not whether it has a land and water surface like the

earth or is waterless like the moon, whether it is

enveloped in a dense cloudy atmosphere which pro-

tects the inhabitants, if such there be, from the

intense heat of the sun, or not. We only know that

its density (Art. 133) is greater than that of the earth.

-Venus.

153. Next to Mercury comes Venus, at about 66
millions of miles from the sun, with a diameter nearly as
large as the earth. It can generally be seen either just

after sunset or before sunrise, according to its position

in its orbit round the sim, in the same manner as

Mercury, only its orbit being outside that of Mercury
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it can get further away from the sun's apparent place

among the stars, consequently we can examine it better.

It is the brightest of the planets, and when visible

)annot be mistaken. It takes 224 days to perform its

annual revolution, and 23 hours and a quarter for its

rotation on its axis, which determines the length of

its day.

154. We have shown in speaking of the earth that

the inclination of its axis produces the seasons, and
that the pole of the earth, instead of being upright or

perpendicular to the ecliptic, is inclined 23° (Art. 71).

In the case of

Venus there is

affirmed to be an

inclination of 50°,

or about half-way

between upright

and horizontal

;

the consequence

is that the seasons

there change to

a much greater

extent than ours

do.

154. Venus also

goes through the

same change of

phases as Mer-

cury does, and

of course for

the same reason.

Very little is known of the surface of Venus : certain

dark n^arkings, however, are seen frequently with first-

FlG. 30.—Venus, bhowing the markings on its

surface.

'l-

9

•I
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rate instruments on the surface, which may possibly

be breaks in clouds, through which the planet itself is

seen. The density of Venus is about the same as

that of the Earth.

155. If you will think a little you will see that in the

case of Venus the apparent size as seen from the earth

should greatly change, as the nearer she is to us the

larger would she be if we could see her completely; so

that, although like the moon she has phases, unlike

the moon her size will alter. Let us inquire into this

a little closer. When Venus is nearly between us

and the sun—when, therefore, we can only see a fine

crescent—she will be but some 25 millions of miles

away from us (because we are 91 and she dd millions of

Fig. 3i.-Apparent size of Venus, at its least, mean, and greatest distance
from the Earth.

miles from the sun> ; but when she is on the other side
of the sun she will be 157 millions away from us

i
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(that is, 9T millions firom us tc ne sin axd 6i

from the sun to Venus on rhe ctiier ade . 90

size will vary in the proportion tf 157 no 25,

to i; so that the crescent of Veacs^ wiii 21

part of a circle 6 times larger tiszn tnai presentKi

Venus when she is full to as. These doemges .are

shown in Fig. 31.

156. Venus and Mercniy, at times imat they ars

on the earth's side of tiie sun, are vaSfe as black

spots on the sun's disc. This is called s transit of

Mercury or Venus ; that is, the passage of tie

planet exactly between us and the son, so tiat it h
seen on the sun's disc.

157. A transit of an interior planet. Eke an edipse

of the sun by the moon, can only happen when the

planet passes the sun at the time it is near one of

its nodes, that is when it passes from one side of the

plane of the ecliptic to the other. A transit, in other

words, car only happen on the coincidence of the

earth and planet both being in a line with each other

at either node. A transit of Venus happens in 1874,

and again in 1882, and not again for 1055 years.

fiu'a'i'

158. Next to Venus comes the Earth, the planet

on which we dwell, and which has already been

described. We therefore pass on to the exterior

planets.
«-»m i m^ <-.\^ib

'\^^ .»i ')?"

-^dPu § v.—THE EXTERIOR PLANETS. -

159. The next membtst of our system is Mars.

Mars revolves in an orbit having a mean or average

distance of 139 millions of miles from the sun. It
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revolves on its own axis in 24 hours and a half,

making its days half an hour longer than ours. Its

diameter is about one half that of our earth.

160. Mars requires 686 days to complete its annual

revolution round the sun, making its year nearly

iouble the length of ours. Since its orbit lies outside

this planet never can pass between us and the sun,

consequently it does not show the same phases as

lus or Mercury ; it however at two positions in its

crbit becomes what is called gibbous, losing appa-

reatly its brightness to a small extent on one side, as

«il be seen in Fig. 29, where the two positions,

n^n the earth is at B, are marked A and B^ and
ai these two points a small part of the dark side will

be turned towards us, presenting an appearance like

the moon two or three days before or after full.

161. When Mars is on the opposite side of us to

the sun at M, it is said to be in opposition ; it is then

at its nearest pomt to us (its distance being 139 — 91
= 48 millions of miles) and fully illuminated ; so then
this is the time to examine the p.anet. Its orbit is,

however, v^ory eccentric or oval, consequently it is

much nearer the earth's orbit in one direction than

in others ; and w^<« an opposition happens, as is the

case when Mars and the Earth are in this position %y[

their orbits closest together, we have a most favour-

able opposition, at which time Mars is only about half

the distance ^ is from us at the most unfavourable
one. The inclination ot its axis is nearly the same
as that m t^ earth, being about 29°, m diat the
Martial seasons must be vmy simiiar to ornt^

ifiih Whea looked at with the eyt alo^e,

llfem of a reddish tot,^ by whicfc k ssm hm m
9 2
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recognized, but when seen through a telescope the

redness in a measure disappears, and the planet

appears to have a bright surface, on which are darker

portions, the former being the lands, and the latter

the seas. Mars is the most remarkable among the

planets in this, that it appears to us as the earth

would appear to its inhabitants. Around the poles

the surface appears white, and on watching the spots

Fig. 32.—Mars, showing snow cap at the pole, and the lands and seas.

from time to time each is seen to grow small as

summer is approached in that hemisphere while the

opposite one gets larger m winter, so we suppose

these to be the polar snows corresponding to those

on our earth. The drawing will give sorae idea of

the appearance of Mars as seen in a large telescope,

r .r.
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one of the main features being that instead of there

being about four times more water than land as on

our earth, there is on Mars about four times more

land than water.

The Asteroids.

163. Beyond Mars we come to the Asteroids, or

minor planets, a number of small bodies not varying

Fig. 33.—Mars. View of another part of the planet.

greatly in distance from the sun, and revolving in

orbits outside that of Mars. Vesta, Juno, Ceres, and
Pallas are the principal ones, but they are only some
few hundred miles in diameter, and are barely visible

to the naked eye, if at all, and from their smallness are

worth little notice. Their orbits are more inclined to

fe
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the plane of the ecliptic than those of the larger

planets, but we have no knowledge of the inclination

of the poles of these small planets to their orbits.

Their number is large, about 130 ; and we say about,

for several are discovered every year, and the names

of nearly all the deities must have been used for

them. The greater number of these are only equal

to a loth magnitude star in brilliancy, and their

surface may possibly be not much larger than the area

of a good Scotch estate.

Jupiter.
"-.v-

164. Outside the orbits of the numerous asteroids is

the largest planet of our system, Jupiter, a body that has

no doubt been pointed out to you some time or other.

When above the horizon, it is unmistakable by its

excessive brightness, being only surpassed by Venus,

which can generally be recognized from it by its

proximity to the sun. Jupiter revolves in an orbit at

a distance of 476 millions of miles from the sun, com-

pleting his year in 4,333 days.

165. When observed with a telescope of moderate

power, Jupiter appears of an oval shape, very much
flattened at the poles, and crossed by several dark

belts, as represented in the figure ; large black spots and

other markings of which we shall say more presently,

are also frequently seen on the surface, and from

the motion of those markings, the time of rotation on
its axis has been ascertained to be about 10 hours,

that is less than half one of our days, and its dia-

meter is found to be about ten times the diameter of

our earth, so that the flattening of the poles and the

m
/!-/.'J:J.'>ii,-:9.jr-lJ.^I;iV,fi\-_.;.
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protuberance of the equator must necessarily greatly

exceed that of our earth, for the velocity that the

equator moves at must be twenty times the velocity of

our planet at the equator, or 20,000 miles per hour.

166. We have mentioned the belts and other mark-

ings on its surface; it is probable that Jupiter is covered

with clouds, giving rise to its bright appearance, and
that the dark belts are openings in the clouds through

1.: !i

,;:!*:(;

<- -.
Fig. 34.—Jupiter, showing the cloud belts. I'^'KKf i:;;UO

which we see the darker surface of the plane^ oit
more probably of lower beds of clouds beneath^!
The number and size of the belts are continually
changing, and bridges of cloud are constantly being
thrown over the dark spaces, clearly showing that it

is not the surface of the planet we see, but only a
very cloudy atmosphere. ^ r v.:x -...,,/::.... ;,,);.^y^l^
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167. So far as we have gone the planets have been

unlike the earth in one respect, they have no moons.

Jupiter, however, has four satellites or moons revolving

round hin?> and going through the same changes as

our own. They are all nearly of the same size, about

2,000 miles in diameter, but at different distances,

and consequently they take very different times to

revolve round their primary, Jupiter, the first taking

less than 2 days, the second 3J days, the third 7

Fig. 35. >- Diagram explaining the eclipses, occultations, and transits of
.,,- , ..: ..,,. ^ 't Jupiter's satellites.

days 3 fioiifs, tie' fourth i6| days. They all re-

volve in orbits very slightly inclined to the plane of

Jupiter's orbit, and consequently whenever they pass

between the sun and Jupiter there is an eclipse of the

sun visible on some part or other of the planet's

surface j only the fourth has an orbit sufficiently

inclined to enable it to pass above or below the line

joining the sun and Jupiter, this prevents it from
causing an eclipse at every revolution. For the same
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reason of course the moons also are eclipsed at every

revolution by the planet's shadow.

1 68. When viewed with a telescope the moons

appear to oscillate on either side of Jupiter (just as

the interior planets appear to us to oscillate on either

side of the sun), and in their passage from one side

to the other they generally pass over the disc of the

planet; there is then what is called a ** transit" of

the moon over the disc. We also see the shadow of

the moon traversing the disc whenever we are so far

from the line joining the sun and Jupiter, that the moon
does not cover the shadow. The moons in passing

round on the other side at times suddenly disappear,

or are eclipsed, when they pass into the shadow

of the planet, but we may be in such a position that

Jupiter's shadow lies on the opposite side of the planet

to that behind which the moon passes ; the satellite

then goes behind the disc uneclipsed, and is said to be

"occulted.'* The diagram will make this clearer;

when the earth is at the point E of its orbit, the moon
N appears in transit, while the M is occulted and O
eclipsed, and from this point of view every satellite

must be occulted before it is eclipsed ; but when the

earth is at i^the moon J/ is no longer occulted, and
will pass into the shadow and become eclipsed

without an occultation, and from this point P will

be in transit and O also eclipsed, but as soon as it

leaves the shadow it will be behind the planet, and
will reappear from an occultation.

: , ; 169. The inclination of Jupiter's axis is very small,

only a little over 4°, so that there can be no appreci-

able change in the Jovian seasons. Although the size,

or, more correctly speaking, the volume, of Jupiter is
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more than 1,300 times that of the earth,^—^^that is, 1,360

globes of the size of our earth, if made into one

world, would only be of the size of Jupiter,—still its

weight is only 300 times the weight of the earth, so

that the materials composing Jupiter are of a much
lighter kind than those composing the earth \ thus

representing the density of the earth by i, Jupiter's

density is less than \, i^no0f)oiq siadq?(^bjb ^kqi^

170. We i^ext come to Saturn, a truly grand sight itf

a telescope, Saturn having, besides eight moons, an

immense bright ring surrounding the globe. This

Fig. 36.—Saturn and his rings. .,? .^J, ..a r^A-ft

planet revolvesfn air oMtd^Lhmxtfi miHicins ofmiles
^

from the sun, taking 10,759 days, or nearly thirty of our
years, to complete its year, and having a diameter nroe
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times greater than that of the earth. From observa-

tions of spots and belts on the surface (somewhat

similar to those on Jupiter) the time of its diurnal

revolution has been fixed at about 10J hours, a little

longer than that of Jupiter, and it is probable that

Saturn has much the same constitution as that planet,

as it appears to us to be covered with an extensive

cloudy atmosphere producing belts as on Jupiter; it

is also made up of very murh lighter materials than

our earth is, materials of only half the density of those

composing Jupiter. Saturn's axis is inclined at an
angle of ab^mt «6i% SQ th^are are seasons there ason
our earth.'- ^

-'
' - ..j-.'^:,," ^,;->-: ^-^ ^^-rrrt,'"^ Mfrn-rj^M \"

171. Now as to the rings, what are they ? Their

general appearance is that of three rings lying outside

each other in succession as shown in the diagram,

Figr 36, the diameter of the outer ring being about

166,000 miles. The two outer ones are the brightest,

the inner or crape ring being only just visible in

a large telescope, the ball of the planet being seen

through it In spite of their enormous breadth, die

thickness of the rings is only about 138 miles, and
when edgeways to us, as is the case in certain positions,

when Saturn moves in its orbit, they are barely visible

ia the best telescopes. It is thought that the rings

represent a vast assemblage of small satellites or
moons revolving round Saturn.

172. The moons of Saturn, eight in number, are not
of such interest as those of Jupiter. Their distance
from us precludes us generally from observing their

eclipses and occultations ; their orbits alio are largely*

'

inclined to the orbit of Saturn, and consequently
eclipses are rare.
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173, We next come to Uranus, of which little is

known, its distance—1,753 millions of miles from the

sun, being so immense ; it takes 30,686 of our days to

complete its annual revolution, and it is known to

have four moons. Its diameter is four times greater

than that of our earth, and its density is about \
that of the earth.

-'>^49ail^'Y^'«*iJkeau 'Mm'-^^ •F)iX^"J^iBdtl
ffv. ;,.

NEPTlTiyE,
lb kM'^" 'oa -^

174. Then comes Neptune, the most distant planet

of our system at present known, at 2,746 millions of

miles from the sun, and taking 60,1 26 days to go round

the sun. Its diameter is over four times greater than

that of our earth, and its density is slightly less than

that of Uranus. <n:M\m . ikmiu -^i^jmtmtq

175. Its discovery is interesting as showing how the

position, mass, and other attributes of a planet can

be calculated by their effect 6n other bodies at a dis-

tance before the planet has actually been seen. It

had been noticed for a long time that Uranus moved
at one part of its orbit slower, and at another, faster,

than its proper rate, and from these observations

the position, mass, period, &c. of the planet were de-

termined beforo it had ever been seen, and it was found

very close indeed to its calculated place. Neptune
has only one moon at present discovered.

.J^S^

njsSfitm
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% VI.—COMETS, METEORITES, AND FALLING
STARS.

176. Besides the planets, there are other members
of our system, of a different kind. We may say that

the planets are the members of the solar household

;

the bodies we are about to consider are visitors^ '

177. Those who have seen a comet will not require

to be reminded of the strange appearance of those

bodies, and those who
have not seen one .1

get some idea of what

this class of bodies is

like from the diagram.

Comets vary so much in

form and size and bright-

ness, that no two are

precisely alike : some-

times they resem^ble a
small planet or star with

a bright point called

the nucleus, an im-

mense tail stretching for

milHons of miles behind;

at other times they ap-

pear with a nucleus with

mist extending equally

round it ; in fact, their
^'''- 37.-General view of a Comet.

shapes are almost as various as those of the clouds.

The greater number of comets are invisible to the

naked eye.

178. The majority of comets that come into our
system from outside, are attracted towards the sun. pass
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i-v^rjVi 1vfWi> mi!^J<h '%^m

by it, and then continue on away from our system

again; while there are others that belong to our

system, and revolve round the sun as the planets do,

only instead of having nearly circular orbits, their

paths are very eccentric, so that the comets approach

near the sun at one tune, and then recede to immense
distances away. There are several such comets whose

orbits are known, and these are called after their dis-

coverers; such as Encke's comet, which revolves

round the sim once every five years, and Halley's,

tliat has a period of about seventy-four years.

179. The orbits of comets have very various, aiid

some of them very great, inclinations, not like the

orbits of planets, which all lie nearly in the same
plane, the plane of the ecliptic; the majority go

round the sun the contrary way to planets, and are

said to have a retrograde motion, mi-m^m^jn^-

180. Their weight is excessively small, while their

volume or bulk is immense—that of Donati, figur )d

in thi* diagram, having a tail millions of miles long,

through which faint stars, which a thin cloud or puff of

smoke would obscure, were visible. As a comet ap-

proaches the sun, envelopes or jets are formed.

i8r. Now, before I say anything more about these

strange things, I must remind you that perhaps when
you have been looking at the skj^, you may have

noticed a bright point, like a star, shoot rapidly

across, the heavens, leaving a bright streak for a

second or two behind it. Sevei^al may generally be

seen every fine night with a little attention. These

are called meteors or falling stars, or, if they

actually fcill, as some do, to the earth, meteorites.

They vary greatly in apparent size and brightness

S. 4
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the smaller being most prevalent; the larger, called

meteors, are rare, and sometimes appear as large

and almost as bright as Jupiter or the Moon, and

traverse the sky for some seconds, leaving a luminous

trail behind them.

182. Now of course, as some of these bodies fall to

the earth, the chemist can examine them and find out

what they are made of, as

he has found out what the

earth is made of. Some
are especially metallic in

their nature, others espe-

cially stony. As they rush

into our atmosphere they

are heated so hot that

they burn, and the small

ones are consumed beiore

they can reach the earth

;

the larger, on the other

hand, are not entirely con-

sumed, though melted on
the surface and consider-

ably reduced in size. A
number of these that have

escaped destruction are to

be seen in the British

Museum, some reaching the weight of three tons.

183. From constant observation it has been found
that on differents nights the majority of shooting stars

appear to come from certain parts of the sky, and
on certain nights in the yeaj many more fall than on
otjiers. There are, for instance, the well-known falls

of November 13 and August 10, those of November

Fig. 38.—Head and envelopes oi a
Comet.
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coming from the constelbtion Leo, and consequently

called the Leonides, and those of August from Perseus,

and called the Perseids. u4^Wi ai

184. We now know that these meteors travel round

the sun as the planets do, and the strange thing is

that when we come to examine the shape, size, and

position of their orbits, they are found to be the same

as those of some of the comets; so that since some me-

teorites and comets have the same path or orbit, it has

been suggested that comets are clouds of meteorites.

This hint of a connection between comets and meteor-

ites is one of the greatest discoveries of late years in

the science of astronomy ; and the observations on the

beautiful comet visible in 1874 have shown that

possibly the heat and light of a comet may be due

to the clashing together in space of these very bodies

which, when they fall into our air, give rise to the

appearance oi falling stars, for we know that comets

are not very hot, that they do partly consist of solid

particles or masses, and that the vapour given off is

that of a substance known to exist in meteorites.

185. Comets, from their sudden and curious appear-

ance, were looked on with great awe by the ancients,

and all kinds of calamities were attributed to them. We
learn, for instance, that about the year 975 the Ethio-

pians and Egyptians felt the dire effects of the comet

to which Typhon, who reigned then, gave his name.

It appeared all on fire, and was twisted in the form of

a spiral, and had a hideous aspect. It was not so

much a star as a knot of fire. We thus see how
science leplaces the terror fe"- in past ages by an
admiration of the wonders of the universe in which

we dweU. Uiw isi
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IV.—THE SUN—THE NEAREST STAR.

§ I.—THE INFLUENCE OP THE SUN 11^ THE
SOLAR SYSTEM.

1 86. In what has gone before I have tried to show

you what the Earth is—(I do not mean what it is

made of; that you will learn in the Chemistry Primer

:

or what it is like—how its surface is one of land and

sea, or how it is surrounded by an atmosphere—that

you will learn in the Physical Geography Primer)—and

we have foand that it is a cool body travelling round

the sun, and because it is cool it has no light of its

own, its light being, as a matter of fact, borrowed

from the sun.

187. Next, I have shown you that it is one of several

similar bodies travelling round the sun, which bodies,

called planets, are cool like the earth, and as such

they give out no light of their own.

188. AVe have also seen that the length of the earth's

year, and of the years of the other planets, depends

upon the time each planet takes to go round the sun

;

and further, that the length of the earth's day, and of

the days of the other planets, depends upon the ratd

at which each planet spins round, and so brings each
part of its surface into the sunlight.

189. Further, we have seen how the inclination of

the axis of the earth, and of that of each planet, de-

termines the seasons, the change of which is chiefly

due to the difference, at any one period of the year,

between the time during which each part of a planet

is exposed to the sun and the time during which it

is withdrawn from the sun's influence.
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190. So that you see the sun has to do with every-

thing. What, then, is <his Sun, which occupies the

central position round which all the planets travel,

and which is so important to them that their very life

as it were depends upon its rays ? *
^^ 1

r
^ *

i

-
^

.

i
q«

§ II.—THE HEAT, LIGHT, SIZE AND DISTANCE
.^ ,™-..

. .. - : L .„. _ OF THE SUN.

191. First, I have to tell you that you may regard the

sun as a globe of the fiercest fire : the heat of the sun

is so enormous thai it is useless for me to attempt to

give you any idea; of it. Remeitaber, I have already

told you that the other planets, like the earth, are

cool bodies ; that is, bodies on tl|e surface of whifiA

various substances can exist in the solid state : henc^e

w6 talk of tfhe " solid ^^t *^^ ?|^^^^£ the siin nothiixg

is^ soHd, everything exiyiiiith^ shape of white |iot

192. Next, I have to tell you that in consequence

of this tiremendouiB heat, th^ suft shine^ by its own
light. Remember, I have told you that the planets

smd^their moons (including 6f fcourse otir riiodni do

193. And lastly, Ihaveife^ell y6u that the sun is f
^obe of sucfe enormous dimenSioii^, that it is 560
times larger than all the t)laiiets put together. & yotf

tri^ to take nearly iJ millions oif Earths, ahii^^neafl

them into a hsB, you would them hkve a'!gJ6be'a1)0uP

as large as the sun. >-' ^ f-^
s-s"

" ''
' ' ^

194. I have alre^#^iW^thJS'tlietealM:e of^

the sun from us is about ^i millions of miles. To^
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go into the mode of measurement would lead ijs too

far into mathematics for my present purpose ; but it

may be stated here that knowing its distance and

apparent size, we can proceed to find its diameter in

this way. Let us draw imaginary lines from eithei

side of the sun to the eve, as AB and A C, Fig. 39,

^
—^ T—

m

*^,,Jt-t
: Fig. 39.—How the size of the Sun is determined.

CB representing the diameter of the sun, we find that

the inclination of the two lines to each other is such

that all lines drawn from one line to the other, as

D£ or FG, are equal in length to y^ of their dis-

tance from A, so also B Cis yjy part of the distance

A By which we know is 9 1 millions of miles ; divid-

ing this by 107 we get 850,467, which is the distance

from B to C, or the diameter of the sun in miles.

§ III.—WHAT THE SUN IS LIKE.
u.

195. There are not many observations th^ cftn. be
made on the sun without the aid of a telescope iind

dark glasses, and its intense heat and light render it

dangerous to look at it without special precautions.' Ji
you smoke a piece of glass over a candle, and look at

the sun through it, it will appear to be a round bright

object, because each part of it shines by its own light

:

unlike the moon, it is always round. This bright

part is called the photosphere. In telescopes

* The jrouog reader must not attempt to look at the sun through a small t^«>
scope, for he or she may be blinded in the attempt.

G 2
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black spots are frequently seen on its surface, and
these, indeed, are sometimes of sufficient size to be ^

visible without the telescope.
^'^^^*"" "^'''

'

196. In the neighbourhood of the spots brighter

portions than the general surface are seen : these

are called faculse, and probably are immense banks

of brighter vapours several thousands of miles long*

If the spots and faculae be watched from time to time

they will be found to be constantly changing their v^.

shape.

% IV.-^SUN.SPOTS.

197. Although the sun is so far away from ilSy

, in consequence of its immense size and the violence

of the forces at work, these spots are fine objects in -\

the telescope. I give a drawing of one (Fig. 40) sa';

large that several Earths might have been hurled ^^

;
into it

198. If these spots^ be observed and their positions

carefully noted, and again observed one or two days

afterwards, they will be found to have changed their

position towards the west, and they will be seen to be

gradually moving from the east side of the sun's disc

to the west, where they will gradually disappear.
^

199. Now, since all of these have the sattie mdtiBn

in the same direction, it is evident that the surface

of the sun is moving and carrying the spots with it,

and if a well-marked spot be observed when passing

oflf the disc to the west, it will be found about 12 days

after to appear again on the east side and get to the

portion ..here it was fi):st observed in about 25 days^

i\
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having in that time gone right across the disc and

round the back. "^ ^: :-;-/" - — -i-i-s^- ^^r^^

200. The surface of the sun has therefore moved
round in 25 days, or in reahty the whole sun itself

is turning round on its axis at this rate, carrying spots

and faculae with it. j^ i.

201. Let us now see what kind of thing a spot is.

If a pretty regular one is observed near the middle of

"X, Mf ,l\h» J\k \j* ukku%j<i QU iMH't.'-''''

Fig. 40.—A Sun-spot. h^\ i:^*il "^M^Vi^l^

the disc it appears round ; 'ifit be again observed a few
days after, near the edge, it will appear no longer of the
same shape, the darkest middle part having apparently
moved to the left while the half shade round it has
vanished. Let us see what we can learn from this.

Take an ordinary saucer, and having blackened the
part of it on which the cup generally stands, look
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straight at it—you will see the black part equally sur-

rounded by the sloping sides, as at A; now twist the

saucer till it is seen more edgewise, and you will see

the edge on the left hand quite disappear, while the

right side is nearly flat in front of the eye, and it will

have the appearance of C
202. Now, if a cavity like the saucer were cut on a

large globe, it would go through just the same changes

that we find the saucer and the spot do, so we may

conclude that the spots on the sun are hollows in the

Fig. 4<.—ExpiauatiuB of thft a^carauces presented by auii-^pcts

bright substance of the sun j but it is found from

other evidence that these hollows are not empty, but

filled with gases stopping the light given out below,

§ v.—THE SUN'S ATMOSPHERE. m.

''ifiSI

203. Tne round sun that we see is not all there

is of the sun, but only the denser part of it ; the acs:

dense and luminous vapours extend for hundreds of

thousands of miles beyond the visible sun; but

generplly we cannot see them any more thar we
can the stars ; still, in Eclipses, when, as wc nave

seen, the light of the sun is cut off by the moon,

we can' see them, as we can see the stars (Art.

|1i4)r The luminous vapours then appear of exquisite
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colours, red being most common. These vapours,

however, get brighter nearer the sun, and form an

envelope round him, called the Chromosphere, and

lihese can \)t obserye4 by a special methods It is

R no Jx

Yx :»fvfr>

fiOll

^,,/Nf x^r -»,; Pk» 4»«
—

^The Sun's coronal atmosphere.
« • A ..^J- i c i i'

then seen that the lighter vapours of the real fun

are shot up into its outer atmosphere, called the

coronal atmosphere, taking fants^stic shapes called

prominences, and these prominences rapidly change.

\nil 8 VI.—WHAT THE SUN IS 18ABE 0«bb
vV?

.JI04. By analysing the light of the sun by meanS
ot a spectioscope, an instrument that splits light up
into its component colours, in the same manner as

you have seen light split up into aP the colours of

the rainbow by the glass drojps on chandeliers^ i^
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has been found that a great number of our metals

exist in the sun, not of course in their metallic state,

but in a state of vapour, the heat there being so

intense that the metals evaporate as water with us

does into steam. There are first of all, among the

elements Uiat we know here, the ga^ h^cbrqgen, and

:

then vapours ol^^ipago^sium, calcium, sodium, iron,

manganese, nielidt hvwft^, strontium, and v^' many
more metals, besides probably two other gases, not

yet foiawl on the «arth. altlo i^j^iaqmi a? r fidv/ wj

2Q5.,Sin€e^ as we hm^ ^een,,^the faun is so largely

composed of gaseg^ you will not iie |pirprise4 that its

density is mtich less than thati^ the earthyindeed, it

is less than a quarter qI that ol oar pknet :i nzAi

206, I have been careful to dwell at some length on
what il^fte<!iiTe pyifesi^ohistitiltion cf'the sun,

not merely because in it we have an example of

a^ class of l?odi.es very unlike the planets^ as we Jiave

seen, 1;hj|: ,bec|iu8e ^ye^^ow J^now that the snp. is a
st^y; bigger an^,,J?right^r than the other stars, .not

becaiise it is unlike thei^, \)^t simply .t:^eca\i^ ijt Jis so

near to us.
1 m Fn

207. We can now, then, define the solar system to

consist in the msm 6fa number of <iooI Tbodies revolv-

ing round a hot qifie, jA^^ we^ can take the ^a|th
as a type of ifhf^ planets, so we can, take the
sun as a type .^f ^tlie twi^kli^|^ s^rs;^ tjt^^^

p^oi^e the depths of ^i?ac^^^ it is nqt ' fp^i.

much to believe that every star is swoun4^,4 by^
family of planets in the same way as the sun is.
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w f»? v.—-THE STARS.

^vi|J[.-^THE STARS ARE DISTANT SUNS.

308. Firbm the sun—ffie tieatest star—-that gives us

heat and lights we mUst now tiirn to the more distant

otees. 'Aftet whstt has been' statefd you will hot be sur-

prised at my turning from a krge body like the sun,

theb^amsof which are so hot, to those tiny specks

of hght distributed in th^ h^aVfen^, the heating power

of which is imperceptible, since those little twinkling

bodies are suns, giving out light and heat like our

sun, on' V they are at such incredible distances from

us,—^the distance of som^ oif the i^esirest stars is more

than 500,000 times the distance of our sun,—that
their size becomes inappreciable : we have, never-

theless, reason for bejieving that many pf them are

several huncjired' Hmes larger than bii'r sun.

§ IL^THE BRIGHTNESS OF THE I^TARS.

209. When we look at the stars at nig^t, one of the

first things we notice is that they ar6 of different

brightnesses. Is it that some are smalhir than others,

or are the brightest thq nearest to us ? It is djfficnlt

to say exactly, for. in some cafees the bright staa^ aire

nearest to us, and in others there are small ones«s
near, so that both size and' distance come inito play;

210. Stars are classed in magnitiides according 'to

their order <rf brightness, the brightest being said to

be of the first magnitude^ the next of the sedoiM
magnitude, down to the fifteenth and sixteenth, which
require the most powerful telescope to vibw thiem.

The faini^est star visible on a dark night is of about
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the sixth magnitude. After what has been said you

must not think that magnitude means real size, as a

lai'ge stAr may be far away, and so be classed so far as

brightness goes with a. slnaBer one nearer to us* ?yiTti:>

ran. There are aboul: 3jooo stars from the first to the

siKt)^ magnitude visible at txnce ta the naked eye, and I

there are over 29,000,000 "wsible in large telescopean ^^t

j!ijl; You may h^vedsa noticed^ jCMi la-clear dark night,'

^

a zOi:^,! or bstnd of faijnfe light, stretching from the hori-^ii

zpQ; on one side^jnearly over our heads to the horizoiir

00 the0di«r. Thisidscaflled the milky, way. 1. It is I

con&posed pfian.^lmostinfialite number of smaU stars,!

appaFently< so ddsd tc^ether as to form a ifiihinoudo

mass
-J

and of the 20,000,000 telescopic stfirs^ probably

18,000,000 are ii;^, jtHe miljky way.,|| 4^ v of this

gives us some little idea of the immensity of our

universe, if we consider that it'is >not the rfeal close-

ness of the Stairs* that we observe, b\it only their

apparent closeness, placed, as they probably are, one

almost behind the od^ier so as to be in nearly the same
liteepf sigjit, and at a distance froua each other perhapS|8

as g^r^at <ap that fronir oi|iftwi?i|0 the nearest ^rnn ^uU

213. If you suppose a wood in which all fhe trees

are the same di^staiice s^part, and you place yourself in

the wood near one side of it, the trees will appear

nearest together on the other. So is it with the stars

in the milky way : there i? the greatest number of SJ^u:s

in the line of sight.
a^.^y.s<^^m^^.^

214. The colours of the starsf ^re various, some being

white, others orange, red, green, and blue. For in-

stance, SiJiis is white, Arcturus yellow, Betelgeuse

red, but these colours are mOfte noticeable with n tele-

scope than with the eye alone.
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i(0{ br
I in.—THE CONSTELLATIONS.

215. The stars have been grouped, as long as history

carries us back, into constellations, each one of

which received some fanciful name according to the

being or object the stars composing it were thought

to represent. The sun in his course passes over the

zodiacal constellations, visible of course both in

the Northern and Southern Hemispheres of the Earth.

These are Aries, Taurus, Gefnini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo,

Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricornus, Aquarius, and

Pisces, theLatin names for the Constellations, the order

ofwhich fou will rememberfromthefollowing rhyme^—
^i"^

' « The Ram, the Bull, the Heavenly Twins,
m\i in ^^ ngj^t tj^g c^tj^ /^e l^q^ shines, * -^v -<w -^ t' '

mo \o The Virgin and the Scales, '^moz Zil a^vig

jgoff) Si The Scorpion, Archer, and He Goat, w It .aat^vifirp

lii Y iiW® ^^" *^*^ holds the wat^ng-pot, ' <

ano ,.tE YwS'ai^'^-.yB*
flittering scajg"^^^,.

^^^

,

216. The constellations visible in the NorthernHemi-
sphere above the zodiacal constellations, are called

the northern constellations, they are as follows

:

^^f^iiajfe^f^^^mat Bear (The Plough). ^,
^i* Una Minor:^ *'^^YThe LitUe Bear. .

^^^ ' ^^

i^Drtuo, 'm^ asifhe Dragon. - '^o iB^n boow aill

Corona Borealis, The Northern Crown.
rf >£fi

Hercules, . Hercules.
iOn£ The Lyre.

Ttie Swan.

Cassiopeia Cpue Lady's Chair),

Perseus,, ..

^^Cygnus. "A(\ ha
« Cassiopea. vroffo ^

4ur^at
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Serpmtaritts,

Serpens,

Sagitta, \^ ^^i^i

Aquila.

fJDeiphinus.

Equuleus,
.^^^.

Pegasus.

Andromeda.

Triangulum,

The Serpent-Bearer,

•fhe Serpent.

The Arrow.

The Eagle.

The Dolphijfi.

The LiUle Horse.

The Winged Horse.

Andromeda.
The Triangle.

iViCamelopardalis* ri ijj^^he Camelopard. h'it'^n'Hnjr* mt,
f.Canes Venaticu i-^ ^^ The Hunting Dogs. «^y^ r|y^

Vtdpecuia et Anser, The Fox and the Goosft ^
^

CorCaroli.
' " '^tSkrles' Hearl:: w^^t) ^suv.. ..;.. lo

B 1 7. The constellations visible in the Southern ?

Heimsphere above llie zodiacal ipne^, K^iUedi th^.jc^

southern constellations, are : ,,r,. ^)^.j m ^gt)V

Cetus.

Orion.

Eridanus.

Lepus.

Canis Major,

Canis Minor,

Argd Mtms.
Aiiffydra.

Corz/us,

Centwrusf*

Lupus,

Ara. '^^
Corona Australis,

Piscis Anstralis»

Monoceros.

Columba Noachi,

Crux Australis,

- ,iK
.. -^

The Whale. '

Orion.

The River Eridanus.

The Hare.

The Great Dog.
The Little Dog.

The Ship Argo,

The&iake,
The Cup.

The Crow.

The Centaur,

The Wolf.

The Altar.

The Southern Crown,
The Southern Fish.

The Unicom. v

Noah*s Dove.

The Southern Cross,

A- ..VI ^

AflT5?r-'

3 1 8. In ord^ to learn the positions of the various

constellations and stars you will want a star-map or

planisphere, and wiU algo requir9 §qv^^ f4end to point
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out to yovL some of the cliief ccwsteUations to begin

with. I have indicated a few of these by Roman
letters in the preceding lis^ f ^m t*..| .y,

219. The stars in each constellation are known by
the prefix of some letter of the Greek alphabet, the

brightest being called Alpha (a), the second brightest

Beta O), and thei?, wheQ all die letters are used, they

are numbered i, 2^ 35 so we can refer to a star as

Alpha (a) Lyrse, the brightest sta?; in the constellation

of the Lyre, Or (j3) Cygni, the §econd brightest in the

Swan, 61 Cygni, and so on, so that every star can be

named. In addition to these names the principal

stars have other names, thus (a) Lyrss is also called

Vega, a Canis Majoris is oUled Sirius, a Bootis^ Arc-

turus, and so on. -.muMhin.

§ IV.—APPARENT MOVEMENTS OP THE
^ STARS. '>:. 'jff^ 4;^

.229. We saw in speaking of the earth that it was

only a moving observatory, and that therefore we must
distinguish the real motion of exterrw-l bodies firom

that of the body on which we dwell. We may now
return to this subject. Let i^s compare the eajth to

a boat at sea ; imagine yourself in the boat ; then

if it be suddenly turned round, all the ships in sight

will, if you are ignorant of your motion, appear to go

round you in the; opposite dicectign ; but it wpuU J^e

highly improbable that afl the ships in sight §hoi;ld

do so at the same rate, keeping, their relative posi-

tiorjs to each other, so that you would at pnce find

out that )four boat was moving, and not the ships.

Just so, as we hav^ seen the earth turps round, anc|
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not tfie stars round us, 50, the daily motion of the star?

ijB only apparent
t ''ii

^ ,221. Now, Jet the^pQat pe ?:pwea round a ship. T)^
i:etative pcsitioos 01 t^e ship and the distant craft

ch^ngje, the ship appears to move rpund you, passing

between you and the other ships in succession. The
same appefxance would be produceti were the boat |tp

reffljaih ?till, and the distant ships to move round, it,

bi^^ y^i^ wou}^ ^t once detect that |t was your own
motion. Just ^o* with our annual revolution round th^

sun, the sun apparently passes over the stars ii^

succession, tjie stars whifrh -^e in a* line with the sun

in summer being opppsite t^ him m wjbter.. '^ omBv
; 222. til the early day^oj^^iy^lronpmy th^se two ap-j

parent motions of the stsu^J wfefe the, only ones known^j

and in order to ascertain whet^ the stars were really

53^e<i maps of them were 'made, to be compared witl^^

tlifi stars in the course of a few ye^rs, a.nd froni ik(^

comparisons made in this way no alteration of position,

was detected, so the ancients concluded th?^t the.staris

Were fixed J hencje tbfjjerm "fixed star," b\it this i^

the maps^^^ ^ ^l^j.
^-^ .^^ ,

...^. - '-oqiiuz

^ 2^3, When^ m WMc^^^s^ better method of &$^
^e pQsirio4^ of" stari w^ inyci^ted, it was sooxh

lovindt^lv^t the positions pf;the s^s w^e not aLw^y^

the same, and that this was occasioned by t^%

pples of the earth changii^g the directiozi in which

t|iey pointed,
J
mst as si fgpiwfcg top, before falling^

^vhobbies ; and so pf cpui;sf^ a^^ th^ positions d^
pen4<ed p^ the position of t)|i^ earth's axis they w^f^

^fii^d 5
to be cpntinualiy changing. . Here, then, is

IMf^pther apfarent change in the positions pf th^ ^X:^
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and this apparent motion gives rise to what is called

thfe precession of the equinoxes. * ^'^ "^ ^ -

':

224. Now that astronomers are aware of this ind
c^er motions, they expect to find a continual change

ii the position of startf, which they can calculate

beforehand, but if the positions of stars are found

after a lajpSe of years riot to correspond with the

calculated ones, aftei^ allowing f6r all the known 2,1^

parent motions, there must be some motion of' the)

earth or staris which was not tak n into account.'

But, before we go further, we will retiim to our boat^

and ship. -- '^"'
' —-'•i v--- '-M- -- --' .^-^-

225. iM'm'ki^ m'^%oiA^y<^M'^'W
vance in any direction, what apparent diai^ges will'

bid produced in the hips oh ieither side of you?
Thiiy ^H kppear to move in the ojiposite dlrecri^ jf

those you ^approadh wiR aipbeaf to^ j^^ apart^

and those behiiid yoit wiU ippear to clbse together, but

the ship^ may all be moving £i^ well as you, some in oiie

direction, and sOrtie in ariOthei', so they atl may not

appear to move regtiliajrfy i^cotdlng to bur su^pdsftiolif

but if there is a large numbeir ^Hsible, you would elxpeci

to find more apparently moving according to our

supposition than contrs^y to it, their apparent itiotioh^

being counterfcalaritbd in kotne cases by tliehf I'^a^

iflotions, and in othert the two motions would b^
add^d to eacTi bthei^, sb that yoii Obuld judge of your

btrh motibni*^-*'*^-^-'^-'*'^
'^''"' "'•'' """'' ..:.^. .^.

*^6. Thi9^r^adfw^Sfefej^^S'Ms^%ito^8^
in one direction the stairs have a fceSkienoy to clo$e^

op, and in th6 opposite one to opdn but, tjibu^
like the ships, sotpe close up in' tlie direction in

which the ms^brity Open but and titg versd; but B^
mt^^ ^h'h} dnu^SimqMn m. j^iimt} \m\i)<^^ v}dmrk
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observiDg the motion of a large number of stars we
are able to find that the sun, and with it of course

all the planets, are steadily progressing towards a point

in the constellation Hercules.

n

h

§ v.—REAL MOVEWiC?rtS OP STARS.

227. If you saw any ship nto^g among the others

whose motion wc^ not accounted for on the supposition

of any motion of yaur boat, you would at once pre-

sume that that .sUp had n re^l motion of its own. In

like manner, when a star is found to move amongst

the othersy then we can safely say it has a real motion

of its own; and by careful observation for a long

series of years it luuj been discovered that a v^ty large

niunber of stars have what is called a proper motion.
1 Arcturus, for instance, is going at= about three times

?^ the rate that otu: earth does in its orbit round the

sun, over fifty-four miles a second. From mechsmical

reasons it is probablie that all the stars are in

1
i moiapn« ,<»,.--; u*'>^3a.^^»^< -m^ . m." ^ . yf^

lfr$nt»BUjaQu^
I Vl.-MULTlPiiE STARS. ^^W^

228. Not only have we such a proper motion along

a path, but some stars go round each other.

These^a^ce the nanie of double and multiple stars

according as there are two or more moving round

each other, as sihown in Fig. 43. ^

229. Th^y are what is called physically connected
' with each other, being so cjpse^ that on^ revolves
^ icoui^d the other; just as we revolve round the sun, but

instead of th* revolution being perform^ in a ypp;
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- the shortest known time of revolution or period of a
^t double star is thirty-six years. Up to the present

i» time some 800 of these systems have been discovered.

>>>.<

.,^ til oJ

lyitl il591 ^* 43i*-C^blt of a Double Star.

gllO.^

230. Thf diiltances of the stars &om tis is so

immense that if they had planets revcdving roraid

tlpii these would be invisible with our most power-

ful instruioents^ But it is prob^e that each star is

the centre of a planetary system ; in the ifcs^ of close

double staxsj therefore, the ptemiets of one star must be

so near the other as to receive a considerable amount

of light from it; in fact, the planets would have two

suns, and, ift,^|t|e ^^| s^pving light of different

colours.
n -jj

* fcjt" V- * "f^ '

' :
' ; 8 viL-cmsTEEs and NEBUI,^.

231. Besides tlie scattered stars of which we have

been talking, there are a numl)er ojf white patches in

the s^y like litHe pieces of the Milky Way, a few of

which are visible to the naked eye. When these are

looked at with a telescope, some of thendi are seen to

be veiy closely packed clusters of small stars; in some
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the separate stars are seen with telescopes of loweJ

power, while others require the highest telescopic

means. Those in which the stars are easily seen, are

called clusters, while those requiring high powers

to see the separate starSi and those which still appear

1
!

fni. 44.^Tlie Ckntir in Hercules.

of a cloudlike structure when the most powerful

telescopes are brought to ^ear upon them, are called

nebiJse.

232. We may therefore divide these objects into

three classes : (i) the clusters, in which the separate

stars are easily seen gradually merging into (2) the
resolvable nebulae; and (3) the irresolvable
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nebulae. The spectroscope has shown .^ome ol these

latter tQ be Q£.a nature diftbront Ji:i)uii«Laca.o«,»2 i^o^^i.?

lection of atlar^v and SQiflt'^ife they aire wnlikc tkell

tjttlBvloiisj'ni *^Ai ii) him ; gslwdait i©liiBvlo85ii
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233. Nor is this all : not only have we cloudlike

masses which may be broken up into stars, and

cloudlike masses which we know cannot consist of

3true stars, but some stars, when closely exsunined,

seem to be su ounded by a kind of fog, and these

we know are not true stars, Such bodies are called

nebulous stars. ? waiv

-t:«34. Both the star clusters and i?ebula may from

a different point of view be divided into two other

classes : those which are very irregular in shape, like

the Cluster and Nebula shown in Figs. 44 and 45,

and those again which approach more to a globular

;ibrm* ,,....,,.:i.>... .e

^^^^
§ VIII.-raE NATURE OF STARI^^;;^

235. I have before told you that the stars are dis-

tant Sims, but you are not to suppose that all of them
are exactly like the sun j indeed, we have evidence that

they are not. Among those which are very bright,

some seem to have more simple atmospheres than the

sun; that is, they do not contain all the elements

staled in Art 204; and among those stars which are

dimmer, and especially among those the light of

which is reddish, the atmosnh »res seem fo differ in

character fiom that of the sun, as ^^mark, J only

say as //—such stars were colder than the sun.

236. Although the nebulae appear to be very dif-

ferent from stars, it is possible that there is a very

close connection between them, for it has been
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^thought that stars are formed by the coming together

\fyi the materials of which the nebulae are composed,

land that the planeta are formed in the process.

^rWhether nebulae are masses of glowing gas, or clouds

tjof stones clashing together, and thus giving rise to a

fluminous appearaiice, we do not know but the latter

view is the more probable one. ^ ^^^ - ^i^ ui^j u -^

moi37- The idea to which I have referred, which

1connects nebulae with stars and planets, supposes

athat a nebula in its first stage is continually getting

smaller and rounder, and that when it has done so

perhaps sufl6ciently to give rise to the appearance of

a nebulous star, getting hotter all the time, it leaves

behind it, round its equator, as it still contracts, rings

of vapour, something like the rings of Saturn (Art. 170)

which eventually break and form a globular mass of

vapour, which at last forms a planet. All the time the

centre is getting more dense and hot, and at last, the

rate of contraction still diminishing, it shines out like

z. real sun, and thus goes on giving light and heat

to those masses, now become cool and habitable, to

which it originally gave birth. It thus shines, first,

as a bright star, which afterward? becomes dim, and

perhaps red, before the state of extinction is reached

to which it must surely arrive ; for, do not forget,

that any one mass of matter must in time cease to

give out light and heat> whether that mass of matter

be a coal in a fire or a star in the heaven.

;frf>:

\rM £ ?;f,fii''s;-

(X't'^i »!:i:t
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VI.—HOW THE POSITIONS OF THE HEa^-
VENLY BODIES ARE DETEEMINEI>,
AND THE USE THAT IS X*lADE OE

§ L^RECAP||mL^5PiON.~STAR MAPltW^^^^
, ....,.-».....,r-.. ,

: '; .
, j^frrrlo

238. I must now approach a different branch of

my subject We have gone through the real motions

of the eartL, moon, and planets, and more recently of

the stars, and the apparent motions brought about

by the real motion of the earth. We have referred

to the nature of nebulae, suns, and planets^ and have
thus got an idea of thq Earth's true place in Nature—*
how it is a cool body going round a cooling star, bothn

planet and star having probably resulted from th<^

condensation and consequent heating of a nebula^ :^

239. I have also gr/en you an idea of th« starry

heavens; how the stars—so-called fixed—^have all

been grouped into constellations, and lettered or

numbered in the order of their brightness : aud how
the sun by day, and the moon and planets by night,

are perpetually changing their places among the «tars

with the most perfect order and regularity. •'- n

240. I have now to ask your attention to tlie starr/f-

vault, considerng the stars merely as things the posit/

ions of which have to be mapp(id ; and I want tail

show you, first, how positions are determined, and
then what use we make of them. ^

241. If you were clever enough, you might be able

to make a sketch-map of the positions of the stars,
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but for astronomical purposes the positions of the stars

must be known with much greater accuracy than

€ould be attained by such a rough attempt, and even if

such maps w^ere perfectly accurate it would be very

troublesome to have to refer to a star as being south

of, or belowj a well-known star, and to the left,

or west, of another ; another method of fixing their

places for reference has therefore been adopted.
A-^ '^'W&i^^iw'if '^t'fs ^^''

Vfr^t
§ It—POLAR DISTANCE.

!i' 142. We imagine the equatoi* and poles of our globe

Extended outwards to the stars, just as their shadows

would be cast by a light at the centre of the earth

on the imaginaiy hollow globe on which the stars

appear fixed (called the celestial sphere). The
shadow of the earth's equator thus, becomes the

celestial equator, and we measure north and south

to it in degrees from the shadows of the poles, calling

this distance polar distance. ^" •

j;
,..

1 243. In this way we can say which star or which

part of the sky is exactly at the pole, because it will

have no motion. Get yoiu: orange and stick a pin in

it at each pole ; if you turn the orange round, the pin

will still point to the same place. This, then, will be
o** polar distance. Now, with a telescope furnished

with circles, we can find tWs spot in the heavens, and

turning the telescope 10° from this spot (which we
can easily do by means of the small circle fixed to

it, because you have already seen that all circles big

or little are divided into 360*', Art 126) we can detei

liiine those stars which have 10° polar distance, then

20% 30°, and so on, till we come to 90", which of
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course marks the position of the Celestial Equator-^

that is, the line in the heavens which lies exactly

half-way between the north and south poles, as th^

terrestrial equator does on the earth. 1 ^^^^ ^^ noiliaoq

ov^ ,QLk nioii d foflfi E.k cnott ?Mommh t tp, tf*f>jp

§ in.—POLAR DISTANCE IS NOT SUFFICIENT.

244. In this way, then, we can determine the pojar

distance of all the stars ; but you will see at once that

a multitude of stars may have the same polar dis-

tance, for we can stick a whole row of pins in the

orange, so that all shall be the same distance ^^
the pole of the orange marked by another pin. .

" ^

245. It is necessary, then, to distinguish these apart

somehow. Do not forget that the question is to ii^

'Wl 3V"£fl

ion

At C 6

am

n—r-n ?-ir '
^

1o aDSiq -i M

•—
u iij.! u O

would you fix the position of a dot on a piece of

paper? Let us see. Take a sheet of paper :/4 -5 C/>^

Fig. 46, and stick a pin in or make a dot -S 6ri

it Now let us see hov/ we can state its position:

divide the side AD into, say, 10 equal parts, and

AB into, say, the same number; then on joining EG
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fix

of

and EF^ you will see that E is 4J divisions from

^e line AB measured along ADy and is 2J divisions

from AD measured along AB, so we can fix the

position to this point E at once with reference to the

edges of the paper. So also if you were asked to place

a dot at 7 divisions from AB and 6 from AD, you
Would draw a line HI from the seventh division on
AD and another KL from the sixth division on AB^
then the pointM where they cross will be the place

246. Now mark well that it is not enough to say

that E is 44 divisions fix)m AB, because there might

have been a whole line of pins or dots at that dis-

tance from AB, and that it is not enough to say

tiiat E is 2J divisions from AD, because in like

manner there might have been a whole line of pins

or dots at that distance.

247. Mark well also that the moment we have two

sets of measures at right angles (you have not for>

gotten, I hope, what that means) to each other, we
can state the position of a pin or dot on our piece of

paper with the greatest accuracy.
j

248. So it is with the stars. I have already made
you acquainted with one set of measures, that which

begins at the poles and measures the distances of the

stars from the poles, or, what comes to the same thing,

the distance from the equator, because when we know
the number of degrees a star is from the pole, the dif-

fiurence between that number and 90° will give us the

^istarce from the equator, as of course the equator is

90° from each pole. In the next diagram, Fig. 47, I

have drawn the equator and straight lines 10'' apart

between it and each pole.
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§ IV.~RIGHT ASCENSI0K5' ^^^:^

249. Evidently therefore, to make our statement of

ft sWs position complete, we want another line at

light angles to these. Now get your orange, and
stick a row of pins in it all round to mark the equa-

tor -<4 B Fig. 47i Next, stick another, row of pins in

at right angles to the first row CD, This second row

will take the shape of a second circle of pins, passii^

over the poliss of thie orange, and cutting 4})^ equat^
in two opposite points. , , ?

:
,

25a Now the equator, and the row of pins

which represents it^ can only be in on» place ox^

the orange, that is half-way between the two poles;
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But you may make the, secpud circle wherever you
choose, and in fact you may suppose an infinite

number of such circles, all of them at right angles

to tne equator, all cutting it; in two opposite points,

all passing through the poles; of course we can

imagine them i"^ or 10°, oj: any other number of de-

grees apart; if we imagine theip to be 15° apart, then

as the heavens aj^ear to revolve round the earth in

24 hours, one of these circles will pass over a place

on the earth every hour, because 15° X 24 = 360°.

251. But we, have not; yet got over our difficulties.

All these circles are alike ; we must therefore choose

one to measure frpm, to^, represent ^e .equator, as it

were. Yqu will perhaps think that the first will be

n^ade to passi through ,the brightest ^^ ^ This is not

so ; one of the two points of the celestial equator

which lies exactly in the plane of the ecliptic (Art. 67)

is chosen. Tl^is point is,^palled the first point of

Aries.m y i:t

252. This being detemuned on, all the astronomer

has to do is first to regulate his clock so that the

stars shall appear to travel round the earth in exactly

24 hours ; to let it show o*" o" o", when this imaginary

circle, which passes through the first point of Aries,

passes what is called the meridian, that is a fixed

imaginary circle passing from north to south overhead,

and to note the time when each star also passes it.

As each star, whatever tJe its polar distance, passes

this line, the clock, if it goes correctly, will show its

distance in time from the first point of Aries;. Thus
we say fji^tjhe Right Ascension of the brightest star

(ft) in the Bull is 4^ 28'*; of the brightest star in thfi,

Virgin, 13^ 18"™, and so on.

!.. .,mtt¥<0mm
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a53. If yw have undetstotfd this ^o" will thow
t the place ot a star is stated or defined :

—

i

JFirst—By its distance in degrees from the pole:

This is called ^ts poUr distance; from which (as

stated in Art. 249) we can easily determine its dis-

tance from the equator, called its declination^ )i| ^A%

And Secondly—By its distance^^in time from the

g^eat circle which passes through the £urst point of

Aries. This is called its Right Ascension. bod
1254. The positions of all star^ have thus been
determmed, and furtlier, we cjan calculate what
position among the star9 the sun, inoon, or
^ny of lihe pla^eta ^l^pccupy^t apj^lnatanl

1255. Thi^ if 0|ie of the Ws^tusfftilire^ults of As^

tronomical Science, for it enables u$ to map the sub
face of the eairthi and also enables the traveller in the

trackless waste, or the mariner out of s%ht of landf

t^^]^ opt exactly where he \&m thati$iirface»w uq\

,f>B3rf 1UK>% 19VO b988Bq l&tZ lElODltSBq ifidJ \l

^^iS^ Let tis S^elpn how w6 can fixri^»o§itio^,pf

any place o»|fne earth. If you were asked to t^
knyone wfeeffe' a neighbouring tow^ or village was,

you would probably say so many miles away, ^lid

$,long a certain road, or in a certain direction,

^W. of yoof hbus4 This answers very well for
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distances, but it would never do to refer all places to

this distance and direction from your house, or from

any other one place. If the earth were flat we could

uae tile method referred to in Art. 246, but as the eieuth

is not flat, we do this ; we measure from the equator

towards the pole in either hemisphere, ahd if you
refer to a globe you will see that there is a number
(tf circles drawn at equal distance apart between

the poles and die equator. These circles are called'

parallels of laCitade4^^^ '^^ ^ i^..w^^..o ui.xi

257. Remember, that the positioHsrof the heavenly^

bodies have been determined with reference to the

earth's pole and by means of its rotation. Now, if yoi^

will think a HtlEle, ydu Wrll see that if dtere were f stl^

known to be of ci^ noi^ polar distance, that star wdiil^

be exactly over your head if you were at the hdftS

pole, and therefore you would know yoii ^ti'i

a^ the pole if that star appeared fixed exactly

over your head. If there were a star known tdW
of 90^ polar distance, that star would be exactly ovei^

your head itf you were at the equator; and theifcfbr^

you would kno^ that you were at the equatot^

if that particular star passed over your head.

258. Similarly, for any place north or south of the

eq^kter, we can determine the distance in degrees of

that place from the equator, by observing which star,

)r other heavenly body the declination (Art» 253) of

(fiK^il^ kpown^ passes overhead. And this is the

ling of the equator^ and of the circles parallel to

if,^'|^ou see in maps and globes. An observation, th^e

principle of which I have stated, must have be^
itmde before the positions of any places were laid!

down, Ithus, in maps, you will And the distance of
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London from the equator shown as 51^° N, be-

cause the star y Draconis, with a north declination

of 5i§°, passes exactly over London.

259. This distance from the terrestrial equator is

called latitude, the distance from the celestial equa-

tor being called declination (it is a pity that the same
word is not.used for both)^ and w<e have of course N.
and S. latitude, as we have N. and S. declination: '

260. The latitude of a place can also be determined

by the apparent altitude of the pole star above the

horizon, just in the same way as the rotundity of the

earth is determined. The observer at the equator sees

'

the nqrth polar star on his horizon, its altitude is then

o'', but if he goes about 68| miles north it is 1° above ^

his horizon, his latitude is said= then td be t°, and so

on, gradually increasing up to 90^ at the poles. So if

we at any place, or time, measure the altitude of the

pobatar^twe at mce^\^. our latitude and can then ^x '

our position on a map or globe. -^^ *'

261. We have imagined such a pole stai* for these

obj^eyyations for the sake of simplicity, but in realitjr''

thej:^ i&^np Star absc^uteiy at the pole, what is called^'

the pole stai;^ being about ^ J^°
ftoih itj so that fUow- ^^

ance^haa.to be madefor this. f^»§tci*iai //

j.
i
26z.lt will be clear to you that, for the same reason

that ^ IgTgQ number of pini» on^your orange can beat
the s^waei distance (torn the pole of the orange, and a

large nijipaber of stars may have the same polar dis-

tance, SQ a large number^of giaees on the earth may
have tl^? same ktitude.i-.Thiis, Naples has nearly the

ssg^^ l^^if^^^ ^ Pekin and New York.

o
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ln^JL-THE LONGITUDE OP PLACES ON THE
rdty/ ryh'

EARTH.

263. Tq detenmoe finally, then, the position of a
place on the earth's surface,, we want something else

which shall do for the earth what right ascension
does for the heavens. This something else is called

longitude r f^d o^ nm '^m^iiv^^^

264. To accomplish this, geographers imitate astro-

nomers ; they imagine a circle belting the earth, cutting

the Terrestrial Equator, at right angles, at two oppo-

site points, and passing through the poles of the earth*,

and they measure from this circle.

265. You will naturally ask where this is. It reall)

does not matter where this start-point is taken; so,

as a matter of fact, each principal nation of thi

world uses a different one, taking that which passes

along the spider line which marks the centre of one

of the chief instruments in the Central Observatory.

In England, for instance, we reckon from the circle

which passes through the Greenwich Transit Instru-

ment. In America they reckon in the same way from

Washington Observatory; in France from the Par'T

Observatory, and so on.

266. The next question is, how do they meastire ?

The position of a place on the earth, east or west oi

the circle which passes through the real Greenwich,

is determined in exactly the same manner as the

position of a star is determined east or west o^ the

circle which passes through the imaginary first point

of Aries. It is a question of time.

•=t7'?
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•• 267. To prove this, let us again use the orange

and knitting-needle. Represent the circle passing

through the poles and Greenwich by a row of pins.

Let each pin represent an observer with a watdi

showing the time of the Greenwich clock, and \ht

one of them represent the observer at Greenwich;
let a candle or lamp represent a star, and rotate the

orange from west to east, as shown in Fig. 9, to repre-

sent the motion of the earth. The line of pins will

all come between the candle and the knitting-needle

at once. Therefore, all the watches of our imaginary

observers wiU note the passage of the imaginary star

at the same moment ntm ^rlt lobnii bgp.a^q 1 zb ,fl3iw

rf 368. So that all places exactly north or south of

Greenwich will have the same start-point of time as

Greenwich itself; in.,other iKordSyihey will have the

same longitude. -^ -^-^nri ^n t.^.. - -r -^^hrrof

269. Now take out the pm representing Greenwich,

and put it to the west of the row of pins. As the

orange must still be moved from west to east, it is

clear that tliis pin will come between the lamp littd

the knitting-needle alter the row has passed; thdt

is, there will be a difference in the times at which

the row of pins and the solitryy pin pass the lamp,

sinte all the watches are 3i;i to Greenwich time.

Let us suppose that at the row of pins the Greenwich

time is i^ ; then it is dear, that as tlie pin representing

Greenwich passed under the lamp afterwards, the clock

at Greenwich itself indicated some time after i^ let us

say it was 2**. Then there is a time difference of one

hour between the two places, and all the places' cyf

the same longitude represented by the rc^ of pitts

will be shown to the east of Greenwich -^^ ^^>^ '-^
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Dyii37o. Now let the lamp represent the sun. The sun

^prings local time to a place, because it is 12 o'clock

(near enough for our present purpose) at a place when
,lthe sun is south or crosses the meridian at midday.

J If therefore I have this local time and Greenwich

time as well, I can tell first whether I am east or

west of Greenwich, and then how far east or west. If

when with me it is 10 a.m. it is is (noon) at Greenwich,

then I am situated to the west of Greenwich, and the

earth must turn for two hours before I am brought

.under the sun; if it is 2 p.m. with me when it is 12

(noon) at Greenwich, then I am to the east of Green-

wich, as I passed under the sun two hours ago. Such

[a Ciifierence of time of 12 hours ss 180^; of 6 hours

= 90** east or west ; of 3 hours, 45° east or west, and

so on; so that it is immaterial whether we reckon

longitude in degrees or hours, for since there are 360
degrees or 24 hours into which the equator is divided,

each hour corresponds to 15°. We also express the

longitude of a place by its distance '^ast of Green-
wich in hours, so instead of calling a place twenty-

jfliree hours west it is called one hour east, ^i^i'^n:?^ ^ri^

ffn 271. In practice a difficulty arises in finding out at

a distance from Greenwich the exact time^ at Green-

wich. A great number of ways have been tried, in

order to let it be known at one observing station what

time it is at the other. Rockets have been sent up,

guns fired, fires lit, and all kinds of signals made at

fixed times for this purpose; but these, of course,

only answer for short distances, so for long ones care-

rfuUy-adjusted chronometers had to be carriM from

one station to the other, to convey the correct time

;

but now, when telegraph wires are laid firom one place
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to another, as fronx England to America, it iis^easy to

let either station know what time it is at the other.

For ships at sea chronometers answer well for a short

time, but they are liable to variation.

i^-g72. There are certain astronomical phenomena
whose instant of occurrence can be foretold, and

which occur so far away from the earth that they are

visible over a great part of its surface at the same

moment of time ; these are published in the Nautical

Almanacs, such as the eclipses of Jupiter's moons, and

the position of our own moon. Suppose that an

eclipse of one ol Jupiters moons is, to take place at

i^l'.M. Greenwich time, aad it is observed at a place

at 2, P.M. of their local tirnjC, /.^., two hours after the

sun had passed the meridian, then manifestly the

dock at Greenwich is at i p.m^ while theirs is at

i* Ejsi., and the dJJSference of local time is one hour,

and the place is one hour or 15° east of Greenwich.

Xf^,;however, the eclipse was observed at .12 noon,

then the place must be one hour west of Greenwich*.^^

VII.—WHY THE MOTIONS OF Tttfe^'^EAr

^ VENLV BODIES ARE SO REGIJLAI^. '

;
273. We have just seen that the stars are so useful

toman because we can exactly calculate in what part

of the heavens they will beat any future time. Now
of course if their motion or our motion were irregular,

this coi|ld not be done. Before I complete my task

then Lmust attempt to explain to you how it is that

we are enabled tQ foretell. the movements.
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274. This brings us to the more mechanical part of

Astronomy, the laws of the motions of the heavenly

bodies. The ancients believed the earth to be at

rest and the sun and planets to revolve round it.

This idea, however, gave way for the correct one
which has been stated, and then came the question,

Why do they so revolve ? It was first supposed that

the planets were carried round in a vortex or whirl-

pool of some kind ; and it was afterwards shown that

the planets revolve round the sun and the moons
round their primaries, not exactly in circles, but what

are called ellipses, having the sun not quite in the

centre. Newton showed that on mechanical princi-

ples they ought to do so, and I must try to show you

^275. You have doubtless often seen a ball or stone

thrown up in the air and fall again to the earth.

Did you ever ask yourself the question, why does

it fall? Probably not; but if you were asked you

would probably answer, " Because all things that are

heavy fall to the earth ;
" and so you would get out of

the difficulty, but only to get into another. Why are

things heavy? is the next question. The answer is,

that all substances attract each other in the
same manner as a magnet attracts iron ; so

one stone attracts another stone, but with very small

force, and the earth being an immense mass of

different substances attracts all things on it with such

a force that the attraction of one stone on another

is inappreciable in comparison.

276. The weight or gravity therefore of an3rthing

only means the force with which the earth attracts it,

and causes it to gravUate towards itself.
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277. Now the attractive power of bodies is in pro-

jTOrtion to the amount of matter they contain. For
instance, if the earth were doubled in size, still being

made of the same materials, it would attract every-

thing on it with double the force it now does, and
consequently everything would weigh double its pre-^

sent weight—so that then our legs would have to

carry as much weight as if there were a person on
our back continually. Also if we double the quantity<>

of matter attracted by the earth, the force with which^

it is attracted, or its weight, is also doubled. For
instance, a pint of water weighs one and a quarter-

pounds, two pints therefore, weigh two and a hatf .

pounds. • .,

278. I have before (Art. 135) made use of the words

quantity of matter or mass. A pint of lead.,

contains a greater quantity of matter or has a greater

mass than a pint of water, and the word mass is

practically only another word for weight so long as we
are on the earth; but a pouna weight here would

weigh over two pounds at Jupiter, although the quan-
,

tity of matter or mass is unchanged. So in dealing

with the weights of bodies under different attractions

we must use a word expressing a constant quantity of

matter.

279. If our earth were doubled in size, a pound

weight would still balance another pound weight

in the scales, for both would have their weights

increased really to two pounds ,• so we must use some

other means to determine anyalteration of the force

of gravity.
-

280. A spring can be arranged so as to answer the

purpose, as it is not altered in any way by gravity; but
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the most accurate method is to ascertain the

distance through which a body falls to the earth in a
certain time, usually one second, since the greater the

attraction the quicker will be the fall j at the surface

of the earth a body will fall, in a vacuum or space

without air to resist it, i6 feet in one second, and at

the end of that second its velocity is 32 feet a second,

—that is, if the force of gravity ceased at the end
of the second it would go on through 32 feet in the

next second. -^^m>U^*^''mk"'i^ ~^''^^-%\K:?.^^^^^^ -r. -., :, ;,

281. The force of gravity at the earth's surface is

therefore represented by 32. On the surface of Jupiter

the force of gravity is 2\ times that of our earth

and is represented by 78, meaning that in one second

a body allowed freel;^ to fall would attain a velocity p
of 78 feet a second. ^ ^^ -^jstrciuip rtuwi^ •* «ai«.

§ II,—GRAVITY DECREASES WITH DISTANCE.
'

^

. . ,

; ;;;^ :_;:,r ^,i,:f..«r \,,m\m% ^

ji ind i . iiiiA^a 3ifc?-' jro a-li.

282. I have already told you that the weight of>^^

anything on the earth means the force with which the

earth attracts it. I have now to add that this force

Qot the same for bodies at different distances from

earth.
'r

1%

.: :^. Those of you who have had a magnet iii your

hands have probably noticed that pieces of iron are

attracted the more strongly the nearer they are to the

magnet ; this is easily seen by laying a needle on the

table and sliding a magnet towards it, when you will

see that at a distance of a few mches the needle is

not attracted with sufficient force to overcome the

triction of its rolling on the table, and the magnet
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has to be moved nearer to it until the force is suf^

ficient to ov^ercome the :iesistartce, when the needle

rushes to the magnet. /^jy''^-^n:,:^:--^*'f^,^\x^^

284. It is just the same with gravitation, the further

a body is away from the earth the less it is attracted;

and Newton found that the force of gravity at double

the distance was not half, but half of a half, or one

quarter; at three times not a third, but a third of a

third, or one ninth, and so on ; so if the distance be

increased to eight times, we have to multiply eight by

itself, or what is c. l square it, making 64, and
placing I over it, maku ^^ showing that the attraction

at eight times the distance is only one sixty-fourth of

what it was originally, y .1
i ; ? hi^

» « «

§ III.—HOW THIS EXPLAINS THE MOON»S
PATH ROUND THE EARTH. ,

285. Newton tested this by the motion of the moon
in the following manner: The moon, as we have

already found, revolves round the earth ; hut we have

not seen yet why it should do so. Now, however, we
are prepared to find that it is held in its nearly circular

orbit by the attraction of the earth acting on it as a

sling does on the stone, preventing it from flying off,

as it would do if the string of gravity were cut, just as

the stone flies away in a straight line when the sling

is released,

286. Let us consider this with the help of the

diagram, where JE represents the earth andMBA the

orbit of the moon ; and let us suppose the moon to

be at M; then if gravity ceased to act, the moon would

continue on in the same straight line that it was moving'
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in at the time gravity ceased to act, and would go on

towards N; and in one second it would get, say to M^
but by the action of gravity we find the moon actually

at B^ showing that the earth's attraction has had the

effect of drawing it from M' to By and since we know
the dimension of the moon's orbit, it is only a matter

of calculation to find the distance from M' toB through

which the earth draws the moon in one second| which

i5,a.litile uad^. Qne-eighteenth. of an inch. ^^.
\ .

•

iO'. v'^pm aiDO

fr<K»»«*

ij."

'#
i

WOH- Jll f.

'.?^oS

9VJSll SW FxG. 48.—The Tall of the Moon towards the Earth*^ ^'j. *

287. Let us see if this fact falls in with Newton's

idea. What distance ought a body to fall, or be at-

tracted through in one second, at the distance of the

moon ? The moon is 240,000 miles from the earth

roughly, and the surface of the earth is 4,000 miles

from its centre, at which point we can consider the

whole attraction concentrated, and 4,000 into 240,000

goes sixty times, so that the moon is just sixty times

further from the earth's centre than the surface is ; and
the attraction there should be sixty times sixty, or

3,600 times less at the moon's distance; but the force

of gravity at the surface of the earth is such that
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bodies fall sixteen feet a second, so at the distance

of the moon they should fall ^^^nr ^^ sixteen feet,

or one-eighteenth of an inch, which as we have seen

is the observed amount.

§ IV.—THE ATTRACTION OF GRAVITATION.

288. In this way Newton discovered that the very

same force that draws a stone to the earth, called

the attraction of gravitation, keeps the moon in her

path round the earth. Nor did the discovery end

here, he showed that the earth and all the other planets

were thus kept in their orbits round the sun ; and "hat

the same law of gravitation holds good with the most

distant star. All the apparently irregular motionis

I
of the heavenly bodies have been reduced to law and

order by Newton, who showed that all the motions were

really regular, and therefore could be calculated before-

hand. He thus enabled mankind not only to admire

the divine beauty and harmony of the universe in

»vhich we dwell, but to make use of the motions ol

the heavenly bodies for purposes of daily life.

THE END.
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